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CRAPrER 1. INTRODUCTION

Stimulus sampling ,models have enjoyed increasingly wide app~i-

cation in learning theory. Although the representation of a stimulus

situation as a set of elements is a familiar aspect, at a verbal

level, of the classical identical-element conception of transfer,

this notion was apparently first formalized in a theory developed

to account for the effects of repetition in the acqUisition process.:!

Natural extensions of this theory have led to interpretations of

discrimination, generalization, temporal processes, and even

motivational phenomena.

The development of stimulus sampling theory has proceeded on

a piecemeal basis, instigated and directed largely by empirical

considerations. Consequently it is not surprising ,that the litera-

ture includes many variations even in the treatment of simple learning.

Always it is assumed that the subject in a learning experiment

samples a population of stimuli, or "cues," on each trial, that his

probability of making a given response depends on the proportion of

sampled stimuli that are "conditioned, II or "connect.ed," to the

response, and that the concnections between stimuli and response

For an introduction to the literature, psychological and

mathematical, respectively, on stimulus sampling theory, and

for extensive bibliographies, the reader is referred to

[3] and [1].
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change as a result of reinforcement and nonreinforcement during

learning 0 However, some investigators have assumed independent

sampling of stimulus element on the part of the subject; some have

assumed that the sample size is fixed; some have used a "fluid model"

in which the distinction does not appear. For the most part, in

earlier work it was always assumed that both population and sample

are large; conse~uently differences among the -varying treatments

were glossed over by "large numbers" approximations. More recently,

the advantage of dealing with sampling models as finite Markov

processes has been recognized ~qd the different conse~uences of

different assumptions about the sampling process have begQn to

come to view"

A recent article ([4]) organizing many of the results obtained

in the mathematical aspects of stimulus sampling theory to date

has clarified the differences among the particular variants and

at the same time has broug..ht out the nee<i for a systematic treatment

of the subjecto In<iependent sampling models and fixed sample size

models yield the same predictions in many instances, but sometimes

~uite different ones. It is desirable both to see just what kinds

of predictions are independent of particular sampling assumptions

and to develop means for conducting di.fferential tests of di.fferent

assumptions under appropri.ate condi.ti.ons. Two aspects of stimulus

sampling, random variati.on i.n the availabi.li.ty of particular

.::;.
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stimulus sources, on the one hand, and variation due to the sampling

Of available stimuli by the subject, on the other, have been confused

more often than distinguished in the literature. Very recently,

theorems and techni~ues from the literature on Markov chains have

made their appearance in this area, but no investigations have been

reported concerning the general rules of correspondence between

states of a Markov chain and events in a stimulus sampling model.

In this report we give some of the principal results of our

analysis of the foundations of stimulus sampling models. The inves

tigation has been conducted in the same spirit as our treatment

of linear models [5]. It has proved to be a much more extensive

enterprise, however, and more of the results are new from the

psychological, or experimental viewpoint. The novelty arises

primarily from the generality of our methods, not from any inten

tional introduction of novel concepts or hypotheses. Where we

define new concepts it is only for the purpose of making explicit

distinctions which have not been so in previous work. We will have

occasion to state assumptions that have not appeared hitherto in

the literature. One of our objectives has been to discover just

what assumptions are necessary to justify the various results,

learning functions, asymptotic predictions, etc., that are generally

accepted as belonging to stimulus sampling theory. In many instances,

a detailed analysis reveals that these results cannot actually be
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derived without the use of assumptions which either have been

made only tacitly or have not been recognized·at all by previous

investigators. (We are not pointing the finger at anyone here;

the flprevious investigators Ii are in some instances ourselves 0)

The ~xioms for stimulus sampling presented in this report

make explicit the independence of path properties and the trial

invariance that have been tacitly assumed in nearly all contem

porary theories. Concerning the nature of the sampling process,

these axioms are less restrictive than those of anyone extant

theory; they suffice to generate as special cases both the

independent sampling model ana. the fixed sample -size model 0 One

of the by-products of oux analysis is the demonstration of a

number of empirically testable predictions that hold independently

of particular sampling cases.

The two principal souxces of vari.ation in stimulation are

. sharply distinguished in our analysi.s 0 As in the various published

formulations of statistical learning theory, the total population

of stimuli ever available during a given experiment is represented

by a set S of stimulus elements, or "cues 0" The subset of cues

that are available for sampling on a particular trial will be

designated the presentation set, denoted by the letter T (With

superscripts if needed to distinguish among two or more different

preSentation sets) 0 Ordi.narily the dHferent presentati.on sets
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defined for a given experiment correspond to stimuli whose proba

bilities are under the control of the experimenter, as under a

classical discrimination procedure. However, the probabilities

of presentation sets may also vary with time, as in fluctuation

models for retention, spacing effects, and other time dependent

phenomena. The subset of cues that affect the subject's behavior

on a particular trial will be designated the sample, denoted s .

The probability of a particular sample given the presentation set

is assumed to be fixed for a given subject and experimental

situation, and, in particular, does not ,vary during the course of

learning. Owing to this property, it might be expected that changes

in the conditioned status of conditioned elements from trial to

trial might be represented as transitions among states of a Markov

chain. This is indeed the case, fortunately for calculational

purposes, under certain circumstances. Not always, however, for

the probabilities of presentation sets and reinforcing events may,

in general, depend upon ,outcomes of any number of preceding trials.

One of our general results is a theorem prescribing the way in

which for any given experimental routine states may be defined so

as to permit interpretation of the process as a finite Markov chain.

The basic differences between stimulus sampling models and

linear models can be explicated in terms of the sample space under

lying ,each. To characterize a single trial in a stimulus sampling
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model, we require six items of info,rmation: the way in which the

stimulus population (S) is partitioned into subsets of elements

conditioned to the various possible responses; the presentation

set (T); the sample (s); the response made by the subject (A)

the experimenter-defined outcome, reward, punishment" etc. (0) "

and the reinforcing event (E). An experiment comprises a

sequence of such trials; therefore the sample space must contain

a point corresponding to each possible sequence. In the linear

model of Bush and Mosteller [2], a trial is characterized by only

two of these items, A and 0, both of which are observable; a

third class of events is provi,ded for, but does not actually enter

into any applications of the Bush and Mosteller mod.el that have

appeared to date. The linear model investigated by Estes and

Suppes [5] requires three items of information to specify a trial:

A, 0, and E. The first two are, again, observable responses and

experimenter-defined outcomes, but the third, E, is a purely

hypothetical "reinforcing event" which represents the conditioning

effect of the trial outcome. Event Ei is satd to have occurred

when the outcome of a trtal 1.8 such as to tncrease the probabtlity

of the response At tn the presence of the given stimulus (provided,

of course, that thts probabtltty is not already at tts maxtmum

value). Strtctly speaktng, an item correspondtng to the presentatton

set T should appear in the linear models, but tthas been posstble

conventently to suppress tt stnce the linear models have been developed
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primarily for the case of simple learning, in which the same

presentation set occurs on all trials. The learning axioms of

linear models prescribe linear transformations in response proba

bilities; the parameters of the "linear operators" applied on any

trial depend, in general, on the response and the outcome of the

trial but otherwise have no interpretation in terms of more

primitive notions. The learning axioms of stimulus sampling

,models prescribe how the conditoned status of stimuli in the trial

sample changes. Given the reinforcing event of a trial, the changes

prescribed by these axioms are strictly deterministic in character.

Linear transformations of response probability occur in certain

cases of stimulus sampling models, but they are theorems rather

than axioms; also, they differ from those of the linear models in

that they do not describe changes in response probability for

individual subjects.

Other differences between linear and stimulus sampling models

are derivative from the fundamental ones stated above. From a

mathematical standpoint it is important to note that since in

linear models the response probability associated with a particular

subject undergoes linear transformations as a result of reinforcing

events, this probability is free to vary continuously over the

entire interval from 0 to 1; consequently if one wishes to

interpret changes in response probability as transitions among
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states of a.Markov process, one must deal with a .continuous state

space, and thus the Markovian interpretation is of littl.e practical

value for calculational purpose8~ In stimulus sampling Jnodels}

response probability is defined in terms of the propor~ion of

stimuli connected to the response. Since the set of stimuli is

finite, so also is the set of values taken on by the response

probability of any individual subject. It is this fInite character

of stimulus sampling models that makes possible the extremely

fruitful interpretation of these models as finite ~~rkov chains

(see, e.g., [4]).

It has commonly been assumed by investigators in this area

that a linear model may be regarded as the limiting form to ,,,hich

a stimulus sampling model converges as the number ai' stimul.i goes

to infinity·. The main basis for this assumptIon is the fact that

in some cases recursiveexJ?!~ssionsfor response probabilities

derived from stimulus sampling models reduce to linear 'functions

in the limit as N --7 CD (N being the number of elements in the

stimulus population S). JUso, Kemeny and Snell [7] have shown that,

for the noncontingent case of simple 1em'ning, the asymptotic

distribution of response probabilities for an independent-sampling

model agrees in the limit with that of the linear modeL However,

no proof has been given that for large N stimulus sampling models

converge uniformly over trials to linear models. In the present
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investigation we undertake to state and prove a theorem stating

precisely how and under what conditions stimulus sampling models

do converge in the limit to linear models 0

In the present report we limit outselves to the statement

of the principal axioms and general theorems of stimulus sampling

theory. A few resluts for particular experimental cases are given

for i.llustrative purposes, but the systematic working out of

special cases, especially those involving vari.ous types of rein

forcement and discrimination schedules is deferred for later

presentation.



CHAPI'ER 2. FORMAL STATEMENT OF THEORY

§2.1. Primitive and Defined Notions.

The theory is based on five primitive notions, each of which has

a simple psychological interpretation. The first ~one is the set S of

stimuli. It is to be emphasized from the beginning that in general the

set S is not directly observable. The second and third primitive

notions are respectively the number r of responses available and the

number t of possible trial outcomes. In most experiments r and t

are completely determined by the experimenter.

The fourth primitive notion is the sample space X. Each element

x of the sample space represents a possible experiment, that is, an

infinite sequence of trials. In the present theory each trial may be

described by an ordered sextuple < C,T,s,i,j,k > , where

C = the conditioning function,

T = the subset of stimuli presented to the subject
on that trial,

s = the sampled subset of T,

i = the response made on that trial by the subject,

(1 S. i S. r)

j = the outcome of the trial, (0 S. j S. t)

k = the reinforcing event occurring on that trial,

(0 < k < r) .
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We want to make a number of remarks about this sextuple description

of a trial. Neither the conditioning function C nor the sampled set s

is ordinarily observable; on the other hand, the response i and the

outcome j are observable directly by the experimenter. The situation

is more complicated for the presentation set T of stimuli. For the

analysis of simple learning we identify T and S (i.e., T = S)

In the case of discrimination learning, the set T will vary from

trial to trial; its complete observability on a given trial depends on

the exact character of the discrimination experiment. We return to

this point .later. The r responses associated with a sample space X

are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The component j on any trial

is to be interpreted as the operationally defined outcome of a trial,

e.g. the reward, omission of reward, unconditioned stiml1lus, knowledge

of results, or the like. Ordinarily, as already remarked, the outcome

is under the control of the experimenter, and always the outcome is

observable by the experimenter. The component k, customarily

referred to as a "reinforcing event," will determine which one of the

three learning axioms (see below) is to be applied on the trial. We

shall follow the usual notational convention that the kth reinforcing

event (1 ~ k ~ r) corresponds to the learning axiom which prescribes

reinforcement of (an increase in probability of) the kth response,

and that the interpretation of k ~ 0 is that no response was rein

forced on the triaL --Frequently, but not always, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between outcomes and reinforcing events; when this is
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the case, it is customary in the literature to ignore the distinction

between experimentally defined outcomes and reinforcing events and

to speak of the latter as though they were experimental operations

(see, e.g. [2], [3], !5]). In general, however, the number t of

observable outcomes may be either smaller or larger than the number

of reinforcing events. It is a consequence of our axioms that the

probability of a reinforcing event depends only on the response and

the outcome of the given trial.

The conditioning function C is defined over the set of first

·r positive integers, and C
i

(i.e., the value of the function C

for the argument i) is the subset of S conditioned, or connected,

to response i on the given trial.~ A conditioning function

partitions the set S of stimuli, assigning thereby each element of

**/
S to exactly one response.~ Thus if r = 2 and

S = (a,b,c) ,

~ We use 'conditioned' and 'connected' as synonyms.

~ More formally, we may define: C is a conditioning function

if, and only if,

(i) C is a function whose domain is the set of first r

positive integers,

UC. = S ,
. 1
1

(iii) if i r i' then Cinci' = 0 •
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a possible Cis:

To summarize, the sample space X consists of all possible

sequences of trials consisting of sextuples < C,T,s,i,j,k >, We

call X the sample space relative to S, rand t. It should also

be mentioned that the order of events in the sextuple representation

< C,T,s,i,j,k > reflects the assumption that this is the temporal

order of events on each trial, In other words, the temporal order

on any trial is:

State of presentation sampling
conditioning ~ of stimuli ~ of ~ response
at beginning stimuli
of trial

~ outcome ~

reinforcing
event

state of
~ conditioning

at beginning
of new trial.

It is also convenient to define the notion of a sampling function

s*, The domain of s* is the set of responses, Le" the first r

positive integers; then si is the subset of S sampled and

conditioned to response 'i on the trial which has sampling function s*,
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and of course s; l-) si is the total sample on that trial.:! For
i

example, if

r ; 2

S ; (a,b,cJ

C
l

; (b J

C2
; (a,c J

s ; (a,b J

then

sl ; (b J

s2 ; (aJ

And the function s* is the set of ordered couples ((1,b),(2,a)J.

Given a sextuple < C,T,s,i,j,k > then s* is uniquely determined

by C and s, for each si; Cins

Our fifth primitive notion is a probability measure P on the

Borel field a3(x) of cylinder sets of All probabilities must

be defined in terms of the measure P.

From a mathematical standpoint it would perhaps be simpler and
more natural to let s be the sampling function and let s*
be the sampled subset, but two arguments weigh against
this notation. First, the notation for the sampled subset is
used more frequently than that for the sampling function.
Second~C'usage in the literature is strongly on the side of
the n6tation s for the sampled subset.

For a discussion of the meaning .and intuitive significance of
cylinder sets and the Borel field· cB (X) , see Estes and Suppes [5].
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We turn now to a number of defined notions. Additional defined

notions will be introduced in later sections. The first definitions

are of certain important subsets, i.e., events, of the sample space X

First, A, is the event: response i on trial n (Le., the set
l,n

of all possible experimental realizations (elements of X) having i

the component the th trial) . Similarly, 0,as response on n
J,n

is the event: outcome j on trial n j and E
k,n

is the event:

reinforcement k on trial n

By attaching a subscript n to a presentation set T , condi-

tioning function C , conditioned subset Ci ' sampling function s*.,

or sampled subset s or s. , we define the set of experimental
l

realizations which have this set as the presentation set T , etc.,

on trial n Thus J for instance:J s. is the set of all elements of
lJn

X having 8, as the subset of S sampled and connected to response i
l

on trial n Or, as another example, suppose that in a simple

discrImination experiment wIth r ~ 2 and S ~ [a,b,c) , the experI-

menter makes the subset T ~ (a,b} available for sampling on trials

when sequence Al Is to be reInforced and T' ~ (b,c) avaIlable when

A
2 is to be reinforced. Then T would be the event that subset

n

(a,b) Is avaIlable for samplIng on trial n and T' the event thatn

subset (b, c) is avaIlable for sampling on tri.al n. Ordinarily

the two conditions are e~uiprobable, so we would have

peT ) ~ P(T') ~ ~
n n 2
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It is also necessary to have a notation for the number of

elements conditioned to a given response on trial n, the number

of elements sampled, etc, In general, if A is any set, we

designate the cardinality of A by N(A) Following usage in

learning theory, we let N = N(S) Moreover, N( s lis the set
n

of all sequences x in X which on the
th

n trial have exactly

N(s) sampled stimulus elements. In like fashion we use the

notation N(T), N(T ), N(C.), N(C. ), N(s.), N(s.) The
n 1 17n 1 l,n

distinction between N(s) and N(s ) , and so forth, needs explicit
n

emphasis. N(s) is an integer standing for the finite number of

elements in s, a subset of S 0 In contrast, N(s )
n

is an

infinite set of sample space points.

Finally, we note that we continually use:

T, T' T!I J • Q •,
C, C' CII,OQ.,

s' n
8.9 , S ;1."

for presentation sets of stimuli,

for conditioning functions,

for sampled sets of stimuli.

§ 2 .2 • General Axioms.

Our general axioms for stimulus sampling theory of learning

divide naturally into two classes, First there are deterministic

axioms which are concerned wholly with the sample space X itself

independent of any probability considerations. They may be regarded

as learning axioms since they deal with deterministic changes from

one trial to the next.
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The second class consists of the probabilistic axioms, involving

the probability measure P, This class is naturally partitioned

into three sampling axioms, three response axioms, two reinforcement

axioms, and one presentation axiom,

Putting the two classes together yields five groups of axioms,

Prior to a formal statement, it should be helpful to outline briefly

the intuitive content of each group.

The three learning axioms describe how the conditioning of

stimuli to responses changes from trial to trial as a function of

reinforcement and sampling. The first axiom asserts that the

occurrence of a given conditionIng functIon C , a given reinforcement

and a given sample on trial n imply occurrence of a unique

conditionIng flL'lction C' on trIal n + 1 The second and third

axioms then describe how C and C' are related, namely, all

stimuli sampled on trial n become connected to the reinforced

response., and J,f no reinforcement~ occurs J there is no change in

conditioning.

The three sampling axioms embody the following three assumptions:

(i) the probability of a gIven sample is independent of the trial

nwnber; (ii) samples of equal size are sampled eQually often;

(Ui) the probabIlIty of a sample on trIal n given the presenta

tion set on that trial Is independent of the past. In other words,

(Hi) formulates an independence of path assumptI.on for sampling.
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In a later section we shall consider certain special axioms that are

needed to characterize independent sampling of elements or the drawing

of samples of a fixed size.

The three response axioms formalize the. following three

assumptions. (i) If the sample drawn is not empty the probability

of response Ai is the ratio of sampled elements connected to A.
l

to the total number of sampled elements. (ii) If the sample drawn

is empty, the probability of response Ai is a number p. .
l,n

Although in the formal statement of the axiom only two subscripts

are appended to p indtcating it depends only on the response and

the trial number, further possibilities of dependence are tacitly

understood. For example, it would be consistent with the axiom to

set equal to the probability of an A.
l

response on the

previous trial given the sample on the previous trial. Finally (iii)

formulates another independence of path assumption: given the

sample on trial n no additional information about what happened

on the previous n -1 trials will affect the conditional probability

of response A.
l

The first reinforcement axiom formulates a restriction on the

possible conditional probabilities of outcomes. Because the proba-

bilities of outcomes are set by the experimenter, they may depend

only on previous observables, namely, preceding presentation sets of

stimuli, preceding responses and preceding outcomes. The notion of an

experimenter's partition, already introduced in Estes and Suppes [5],
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is the appropriate device for formalizing this idea. Here we shall

give only a verbal, somewhat loose definition of such a partition.

An experimenter's partition H(n) for trial n, with elements

1), 1)', 1)", ••• , is a partition of the sample space X such that

each element 1) of H(n) is defined only in terms of events

T IP A. IlJ O. Ili~ with 1<n I
3 n lT <n and l<n"l<n 0 In

n l.lln JJln

those of the axioms given below which are concerned with "independence

of path" assumptions, there is continual reference to n· or n-l

dimensional cylinder sets, which are simply sets defined in terms of

possible trial outcomes through trial n or n -1 , respectively.

And it should be clear that the elements of an experimenter's

partition H(n) are simply special sorts of n dimensional cylinder

setso

The second reinforcement axiom imposes a restriction on the

conditional probabilities of reinforcing events E Namely,K,n '

their probabilities are limited to dependence on the response

and outcome O. which occur on the same trial, Dependence on
J,n

preceding outcomes as well makes psychological sense in some experi-

ments, but this additional possibility will not be pursued here,

(For some discussion of this point see Estes and Suppes [5],

pp. 152-53.)

The presentation a-xiom formulates a restriction on the possible

conditional probabilities of presentation sets upon preceding events,

similarly to the first reinforcement axiom in the case of outcomes.
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Formally, we say that.~ quintuple x:: = < S,r,t,X,P > is a

STIMULUS SAMPLING MODEL if the following five groups of axioms are

satisfied. ,

Learning Axioms

For every cond.itioning function C , every sampled. subset s

and. every integer k, for 0 ~ k ~ r , there is ~ unique cond.itioning

function. C' such that for every n the following three axioms are

satisfied. :

LL C (1E ns cC'
n k,n n- n+l

L 2, If k r 0 then

and.

L 3, If k·- 0 then

C~ = C.A/s.
J J J

for j r k ;

Sampling Axioms

S L If P(T.) > 0 and. P(T ) > 0 then
m n

p(s !T)=P(s IT)m ill n n
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S 2. If' sUs i '" T and)'l ( s) ~ N( S I) and p( T ) > 0 then
- n

p(s IT) ~p(Si IT)
n n n n

s 3. If' W
n

_
l

is ~ n -1 cylinder set and Y is a subset of

W n C and p(ynT ) > 0 then
n-l n n--

p(s IT ny) ~ p(s IT)
n n n n

Response Axioms

R 1. If s 'f 0 and p(s"'n) > 0 then

N( s. )
P(Ai,n I s*n) ~ N(s)

R 2.

such that

If s~o and p( sn) > 0 _th_e_n _tb__e_r_e i~ .§::::nUID",,':::b:.::e.:::.r

R 3. If W
n

_
l

is an n - 1 cylinder set a.nd Y is a subset

of W
n

_
l
(\ CnnT

n
and p(yns*n) > 0 then
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Reinforcement Axioms

El. There is an experimenter's partition H(n) such that if-----

1) is in H(n) and P(Y (1)) > 0 then

E 2. U W
n

_
l

is an n -1 cylinder~ and Y is a subset of

liT n c nT () s and p(ynA. (10. ) > 0 , then
. n-l n n n -- l,n J,n --

Presentation Axiom

P L There is ~ experimenter's partition H(n-l) such that if

Wn _l is any n - 1 cylinder set, Y is ~ subset of wn_ln Cn ' 1) is

in H(n -1) and p(yn1)) > 0 , then
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§ 2.3. General Sampling Theorems.

In this section we prove some sampling theorems which follow

from Axioms Sl - S3 and «hich do not depend on the more specialized

sampling restrictions considered later. We begin by establishing

an expression, useful in later derivations, for the probability that

a particular subset of elements from the presentation set will

constitute the trial sample, given the number of elements in the

trial sample. This theorem and the next four state combinatorial

results which will be familiar, except for changes in notation, to

readers of such standard sources as Feller [6]. Ho«ever, it is

important to note that they follow from our axioms. We include proofs

for completeness and also as a means of introducing :In a simple

context some techniques that are useful in working «ith the theory.

Theorem 2.3.1. If s£ T &'1d P(N(s )T ) > a , then
n n

p(s IN(s )T )
n n n

1

- (N(T)\
N(s) j

It may be helpful if, before proceeding with the proof, we

review the interpretation of our notaxion. By s we denote a

particular subset of T, which, in turn, is the set of stimulus

elements available for sampling by the subject on a given trial. A

subject in the experimental situation corresponds to a sequence of

trial-outcomes in the model. It is frequently' instructive to think of
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probabilities such as the one on the left side of the e~uation above

as though they referred to a population of identical subjects who have

been run through the first n - 1 trials of an experiment. Then s
n

would represent the set of all subjects sampling the particular subset

s on trial n , and N(s )
n

would represent the set of all subjects

whose stimulus samples on trial n contain the same number of elements

as the subset s The denominator of the right side of the e~uation

is of course the usual combinatorial expression for the number of ways

in which samples of N(s) elements can be drawn from a set of N(T)

elements. In this theorem and subse~uently, we omit set intersection

symbols (writing, e.g.,

will result).

N(s)T for N(s )(1T when no confusionn n n n

Proof: We note, to begin with, that as an immediate conse~uence

of the definition of N(s )
n

(1)

Once an expression of this type has been

Here, and elsewhere, we let the superscript i run over all subsets

that can be drawn from T subject to the indicated restriction (in

this case, N(si) ~ N(s))

introduced in a given context, we USe the abbreviated forms U and
i

Z , as is done below.
i
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By substituting in teI'lllS of the identity (1), we can write

p(s nl,_) si
n i n

p(s IN(s )T ) - ---=-.,,--
n n n p(l-J si T )

n n
i

p( s ! T )
n n

l: p( si IT)
. n n
l

since the sets of sequences is are mutually exclusive (any given
n

subject draws only one particular sample on trial n ), the denominator

can be distributed as indicated, and the simplification of the

numerator follows from the observation that the intersection of the

sets s
n

and
i

i
s
n

is simply s
n

Now by JLxiom 82, the probabilities of all the samples appearing

in the numerator and denominator are equal, and by the hypothesis

of the theorem they are non-zero. Let this probability of any sample

of size N(s ) be 'Y • The number of terms in the sum of the

denominator is clearly the nlillber of distinct samples of size N(s)

that can be drawn from a set of size N(T) , i.e.,

(
N(T))'

N(s)
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Thus we have:

p(s IN( s )T ) =
y

n n n (N(T»)
Y N(s)

1 QoEoDo=
(N(T) )
N(s)

We turn. next to a theorem about the probability of a particular

conditioned subset si given the conditioning function Ci and the

number of elements in the total sampleo

then

Theorem 203020 If so -:=TnC. and P(N(s )T C. ) > 0 ,
J. 1. n n l,n

p(s. IN(s)T C. )
lJn n n l,n

Proof: Using again the set-theoretical identity labelled (1)

in the preceding proof, we can expand the expression for the desired

conditional probability as follows

p(s. nUsj T C. )
p(s. IN(s)T C. ) = J.,n j n n ~,n

~,n n n ~,n P(C...Js j T C. )
. n n ljn
J

E p( s. sj IT C. )
. l,n n n l,n

= .lLJ__--, _

E p( sj IT C. ) ,
. n n ljn
J
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where the unions and summations are over all samples of size N(s)

which can be drawn from T • Now the term C. can be eliminated
l,n

from both numerator and denominator by virtue of JLxiom 83. Making

.this simplification, the right hand expression can be put in the form

,

where the summation in the denominator is as before and that in the

numerator runs over all samples of size N(s) that can be drawn

from T subject to the restriction s. 0

1
By Axiom 82,

the probabilities of all samples of size N( s) are equal. Letting

this common probability be y and enumerating the numbers of terms

in the summations as done in the preceding theorem, we have finally

p(s. jN(s)T C. ) .•
:t,n· n n l,n

y(N(T) - N(T nCJ)
N(s) - N(si) I

IN(T) \
y. I

\ N(s) I

(

N(T) -N(Tlici) \

N(s) - N(s) I
(

N(T) \

N(s) i
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Similarly, we may obtain a combinatorial expression for the

probability of drawing a particular conditioned subset, given the

number of elements in the subset rather than the number in the sample.

then

Theorem 2.3.3. If s.S T (IC. and P(N(s. )T C. ) > 0 ,
1. 1. 1.;ln n 1. jn

p(s. IN(s. )T C. )
J. ,n 1. ,n n 1. ,n

Proof: First .we note the identity

(1) ,

where

and

N(s~)=N(S.)
l l

Substituting in terms of (1) and using the obvious relation

s. (IN(s. ) = s. ,we ca." again transform the desired condi-l,n l,n l,n

tional probability into a ratio of sums of e~ual-sized samples:
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Next we establish the hypergeometric distribution of the nUmber

of sampled elements conditioned to response i, given C. and the
l

sample size,

Theorem 2,3,4, If P(N(s.)T C. ) > 0 , then
n n J..lIn --

Proof: Using Theorem 2,3,2 and the identity (1) of the preceding

theorem, this proof is easily accomplished, for ,re then have

PiNts. ) IN(s )T C, ) ~l,n n n l,n L F(s~ I N(s )T C. )
. l. J n n n J.,n

s~ SeC. nT
l l

N(S~) ~ N(s.)
l l

by (1)
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to the restriction indicated above, and there are

now the summation is over all subsets that can be drawn subject

iN(Cin T)\
I,. N(s.) i of these.
! l

Since the term inside the last summation is independent of j , the

theorem follows immediately.

As a direct generalization of the theorem just proved, we can

give a combinatorial expression for the probability of drawing a

sample of a given size, N(s) , containing exactly N(sl) elements

conditioned to response 1, N(S2) conditioned to response 2 ,

and so on up to response r , where the N( s. )
l

are any set of non-

negative integers that sum to the total sample size N(s) •

Theorem 2.3.5. If P(N(s )T C ) > 0 , then
n n n

A general result concerning independence of path ensures that

the sampling probabilities for which combinatorial expressions were

derived in the preceding theorems hold on any trial n of a learning

experiment regardless of what events have occurred on previous trials.

Theorem 2.3.6. The conditional sampling probabilities given in

Theorems 2.3.1- 2.3.5 are not affected by the addition of any n - 1

cylinder set Wn _l to the given event, provided that the addition

of W
n

_l does not make the probability of the ~ event zero.
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Proof: The proof of all parts of this theorem depends upon use

of Axiom 83, Since the argument is identical in all cases, we restrict

ourselves to a typical instance, Theorem 203.40 This means we want to

show that

(1) P(N(s. ) I N(s )T C. W 1)-
lpn n n l.'ln n-

P(N(s. IN(s)T C. ),J..,9n n n l,n

The argument uses previously

established set-theoretical ident,ities and Axiom S3, Thus

2.:p(s
k ITC . W 1)

k n n l,n n-

N(s) that can be drmill from T a-nd the summation in the numerator

where the aummationin the denominator is over all samples cf size

Now the W
n

_l may be eliminated from each term on the right, by

such that N(s~) ~ N(s.) and N(sj) ~ N(s)
1 1

is over all samples sJ

virtue of Axiom S3, establishing the theorem.

We list without proof some other independence of path theorems,

Theorem 2.3.7, is an n,~ 1 cylinder §Jet,

p( 8 IT Y) - p( siT )
n n n· 1'1
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and

P(N(s ) IT Y) ~ P(N(s ) IT )
n n n n

and

Theorem 2.3.8. If P(N(s)T C ) > 0 then
n n n

p(s. IN(s)T C ) ~ P(s. IN(s)T C. )
l, n n n n l Jll n n 1.,n

P(N(s. ) I N(s )T C )
lJn n n n

~ P(N(s. ) I N(s )T C. )
,1Jn n n l,n

If W
n-l is an n - 1 cylinder set and.

p( s* I T C W 1) - p( s* I T C )n n n n- n n I!

Special sampling restrictions. All of the results given in this

report, including response theorems, learning theorems, Markov

properties, and the derivation of the linear model, depend only

on the sampling axioms Sl- 83, without special restrictions. By

imposing appropriate restrictions on the sampling process, we can

derive the various stimulus sampling models hitherto published as

special cases of the general model studied here. The two principal

cases to be considered in this respect are, of course, the fixed

sample size model and the independent sampling model.
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The restri.ction need.ed to generate the fixed sample size model

is simply that there be some nU1I\ber r:r such that> for all n and

for all s'= S , p(s ) ~ 0 if N(s) r a 0

n

The i.ndependent sampling restriction can be stated as follows:

:; s ~ S IUS Il ii sIn s 11 ::.;:;; 0 °J s is the empty

sample and p(so) r 0 , then

(1) p(s ) ~
n

p(s')p(s")
n n

It is easy to show that the condition stated suffices to

generate the usual fOr'!l1ula for the probability of a particular

sample in the independent sampling modeL To do this, we denote

by e l and e2 any two elements of T ; then, letting s' ~ (el } ,

&tJ,d. &"ld 8"
L

in terms

of the relations

ared.

we can apply (1) to obtain

P { 11) pi 0,
\ S .+. \.8 )'n . n

,

2p( B ) .~.
n

p(s' )p(s")
n. n
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Now substituting in terms of' the relations

p(s' )
n

and

p(s")
n

we have

Similarly, if we add a third element, e
3

, to the sample,

al~d, in general, for a sample of K elements,

(2 )

(That

K
K 7f 8J.o

p(s) _" p(so)
n n. 1(1-8.)

l:;:: l

8. does not depend on n follows from Axiom Sl.)
J.

Since the probabilities of all possible samples must add to

unity, we can eliminate from (2):
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where the sununat10n runs over all non-empty sets K of 1ntegers

that can be drawn from the f1rst N(T) pos1t1ve 1ntegers;

therefore by stra1ghtforward algebra

N(T)
_rf (I-G. )

l

and

K N(T)

~
T( G. T( (I-G.)
1=1 l j~K+l J .

It should be noted that the derivat10n of (3) has not used

A.x1om 82, which specifies that samples of equal size have equal

probabilities. If we a.pply 82, then the probab1lity of drawing

a sample consisting of element el only equals the probability

of draw1ng only e2 , and so on, so that gl = g2 - 00, ~ gN '

and we can denote this common value of gl by G without a

subscript. Then (3) reduces to

(4)

and the probabil1ty of draw1ng a sample of size K is
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§2.4. General Response Theorems.

Because our aim is so far as possible to prove each theorem

in its most general setting, we include here some general response

theorems which do not depend on particular sampling assumptions

and are valid for both simple and discrimination learning.

The first theorem extends Axiom Rl to make explicit the

intuitively obvious consequence of Rl that the probability of a

response depends only on the number of sampled elements connected

to it and the total number in the sample, not on the particular

sample drawn •

Theorem 2.4.1. If N(s) r 0 and P(N(s. )N(s)) > 0
l,n n

then

P(A. I N(s. )N(s))
l,n l"n n

N(s.)
1

~

1f\SI

Proof: We note first the identity

u s~ = N(s. )nN(s),. n l,n n
J

where the union includes all sampling functions having exactly

N(s.) elements conditioned to response i and exactly N(s)
1

total sampled elements, i.e., all s~ in ~ where

= N(s.) &N(sj) = N(s))
1
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(Notice that the set -J may also be defined:

~ (s~: N( s~ )
1,n

it

~N(s. )&N(sj)~N(s))
l,n n n

It should be emphasized also that the left-hand side of (1) is the

union of a family of subsets of sample space sequences:

not the union of a family of subsets of S .)

Applying (1) we have:

l(j. 2· .s s LJ ••• ,
n n

P(A. jN(s. )N(s))
lJn l,n n

~ P(A. I
1,n

N(s. ) .
=r..:;1,--- L; P ( J)

~ N( s) J sn

p( Us j )
. n
J

N(s. )
1

~

l'f\s)

In similar fashion we may prove:

Theorem 2.4.2.

by use of (1)
and Axiom Rl

Q.E.D.

If s';o and p(s. s) > 0 then
lJn n

P(A. Is. s)
l,n l,n n
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The substanc;e of t.hese last t.wo theorems .l'taken together J is

that once we are given sufficient i.ni'ortnation to fIx the si.ze of

the sample and the .c,j;;e of the :3ubset condi.tioned. to a given

response, the probability of the response is unaffected. by the

addJ.ti.on of any other information about the nature of the sample,

We also have an independence of path result,

~l}eorem 2,4·,3, The conditional probabilities of response given

in Theorems 2,4,l and 2,4,2 ~ not affected ~ the additi.on of any

event Y to the given event, where Y

W
n

_
l

an n - l cylind.er set, provided that the addition of Y d.oes

not make the probability of the ~ event ~,.
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Proof: We restrict ourselves to establishing this theorem

only for the conditional probability of Theorem 2.4.1. Usingthe

identity (1) of the proof of 2.4.1, we have:

~P(Ai,n Is~)P(s~Y)
= "'-J ---;- _

P(~s~y)
J

N(s.) ~ P(S~Y)
1 .s!.J__-,-_

N(s) p( U sj y)
j*n

N( s. )
1

= -".;":;:"
N(s )

= P(A. IN(s. )N(s))l.,n l,n n

by Axiom R3

by Axiom Rl

by Theorem 2.4.1.

Q.E.D.

We now prove an independence of path result for conditional

probability of a response. The gist of it is that ·if we are given

the presentation set T and the set of conditioned stimuli Ci ,

then no further knowledge about conditioning of stimuli to other

responses or about events on past trials will affect the probability

of response i
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is an n - 1 cylinder set,

ysw lC ,and P(T C. Y) > 0 then
n- n - n l,n

P(A. IT C. Y) = P(A. IT C. )l,n n l,9n ljln n l,n

Proof: Let the union LJN(s~ )N(sj)
. l,n n
J

include all possible

sampled sets with s~ '= C.
l l

and Then

P(A. UN( s~ )N(sj)T C. Y)
1 ,n. l,n n n l,n

p(A. IT C. Y) = ----"-J=-P('-To-C=-.----:Y""'J,----l,n n l,n n l,n

Now by Theorem 2.4.2 the event Y may be eliminated in the first

conditional probability on the right; by Theorems 2.3.6 and 2.3.8

Y may be eliminated from the second conditional probability; and

by Theorem 2.3.7 from the third. The resulting expression is then

equivalent to P(A. IT C. ). Q.E.D.
J.,n n l,n
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It may be noted that as a special case of the theorem just

proved we have:

peA. IT e ) ~ peA. IT e. ),
l,n n n l,n n l,n

provided peT e ) > 0 •
n n

The conditional response probability for which independence of

path was demonstrated in the preceding theorem can be expressed in

terms of the expected proportion of conditioned elements per sample.

This result will provide the basis for predicting the response on

any trial, given the conditioning function.

Theorem 2.4.5. If peT e. ) > 0 , then- n l,n

N(e.nT)
Tn)) NeT)

(1)
N(T)

P(Ai IT C. ) = ~,n n l,n ( )N s ~N s.
l

~

N(T) N(e.tlT)
l

~ 15 peA. I N(s. )N(s ))P(N(s. )IN(s )TC. ).
N( N ) N 0 l,n l,n n l,n n n l,n

8·:;;:;:'8 S =:i ' , i

peNes )IT e. ) by 2.4.3.
n n l,n
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We may now apply various earlier results to the right-hand side of (1) •

.By virtue of Theorem 2.4.1 if N(s) r 0

(2)

and if

N(s. )
P(A. I N(s. )N(s)) = N'-'l

~,n l,n n l~~S)

N(s) = 0 , by Axiom R2

P(A. I N( s. )N( s )) = Pl' ,nl,n _ l,n n

From Theorem 2.3.4 we have:

(

N(CinT)) (N(T)- N(TnCi ))

N(s.) N(s)~N(s.)

(4)

and from Theorem 2.3.7 we have the independence of path result that

P(N(s ) IT C. ) = P(N(s ) IT )
n . n l,n n n

Combining (1) to (5), we infer

(6) P(A. I T C. )
l,n n l,n (N(c.nT)) (N(T)-N(Tnc.))

N(T) N(C{lT) N(s.) N(:.) N(S)-N(S.~
= > s;:-- l l l . P(N( s ) IT )

N( s;;::;NTs.) Nrs:;)=l N( s) ( N(T) ) n n
l l N(s)

+ p. p(so IT)l,n n .... n
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(The lower limit of the inside summation in (1) can be changed

from 0 to 1 since the term for N(s.) = 0 vanishes.)
l

Now for fixed N(s)

(

N(Ci nT)) (N(T)-N(TnC))

N(s. )N(s)-N(s.) N(s)N(C.n T)
()

l l l
N s. --=---------=-- = --,;-r.;;-or--

,. (N(T)) N(T)

N(s)

,

which is simply the expected value of the given hypergeometric

distribution (see, e.g., [6J, .p. 183). Applying (7) to (6) wethen

have

(8)P(A. ITc. )
l,n n lJn

because

N(T)
l_P(sOjT ) = ~ P(N(s ) IT )

n n N~l n n
Q.E.D.

It should be noted that the first conditionalization in the

statement of the theorem could just as well involve the whole

conditioning .function since, by Theorem 2.4.4, the prob~bility

of A. , given the presentation set and the subset .conditioned
l,n
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to response i, is independent .of the way in which the conditioning

of stimuli outside Ci is distributed over the other response

alternatives. Viz:

Corollary I. If P(T C ) > 0 , then
n n

P(A. IT C )
l.;ln n n

+ p(so IT )P.
n n· l,n

In the important special case of the theory when the proba-

bility of empty samples is assumed to be zero (or, equivalently,

trials on which empty samples occur are omitted from consideration

so that n runs over the remaining trials only), the conditional

probability of response i is simply equal to the proportion of

elements in the presentation set conditioned to response i

Corollary II. If p( sO l T ) ~ 0 , then
n n

P(A. I T C ) ~
l,n n n

N(CJ)T)
.l

N(T )

When an experiment involves but a single presentation set, so

that T ~ S , the conditional response probability reduces to the

familiar expression

N(C. )
. P(A. IC ) ~ --;;;'N

l
::.-

lJn . n



that has been used in virtually all applications of statistical

learning theory, to experiments on simple learning . This last

,relation has been previously derived under special restrictions

(e.g., fixed sample size, fixed and equal sampling probabilities

for all elements of 8 [4] ), but it is now seen to hold under

weaker assumptions - and therefore over a broader class of sampling

proCeSses - than heretofore recognized ..The key assumption in the

present .derivation is of course our Axiom 82, the assumption that

samples of equal sizes have equal probabilities.

The method of proof of Theorem 2.4.5 also establishes the

following general independence of path result ,of which Corollary T

is a special case.

Theorem 2.4.6. If W is an n -1 cylinder set,
n-l --

Y~Wn_lCn ,and P{TnCi,nY)> 0 then

P{A. ITC. Y)l,n n l,n
• P{A. IT C. )

l,n n l,n

In appli.cations of the theory, particularly when the presenta-

tion sets are large, it is often preferable to work with the number

of conditioned elements in the presentation set and not ·have to

specify the conditioned subset precisely. The following theorem

expresses response probability in terms of the presentation set

and the number of its elements that are conditioned to the given

response.
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P(A. IT N([T(lC.] ))
l,n n 1 n

+ p(so IT )p.
n n l,n

Proof': .The proof' proceeds exactly like that of' Theorem 2.4.5.

The meaning of' the notation N([T(lC.]) should be clear. It denotes
~ n

the set of' sample space points which on trial n have N(T (l C.) as
~

the number of' elements which are both in the presentation set and

conditioned to response i .

We also have an independence of' path result in connection with

this theorem.

Theorem 2.4.8. If' W
n

_
l is an n-l cylinder set,

Y<;:W C and P(TnN([TflC, ].n)Y) > 0 thenn-l n ~

P(A. IT N([T(lC.] )Y) = P(A. IT N([T(lC.] ))
l,n n J. ,n l,n TIl ,n



§ 2.5. General Learning Theorems • We begin by stating three set-

theoretical identities which are useful in establishing subsequent

theorems. The proofs depend on Axioms Ll - L3.

Theorem 2.5.1.

US C.n l,ns

where the union is over all samples

Proof: From Axioms Ll and L2,for every s in
n

Usn
s

E. se. SC: lEo C. ,l,n n l,n l,n+l,n l,n

whence

,We now want to show the inclusion relation holds the other way,

in order to establish the theorem. Let

xeC: 1,E. C.l,n+ l,n l,n

Then by virtue of Axiom L2

x .. C: lEo s C.l,n+ l,n n l,n



for some s
n

in Us
ns
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.Whence

XEC
i
' iE, US C, ,;/n+J.,n n J.;lns

and thUG x is a member of the larger set

shows that

E. Us C, ,whichJ.,n n l,ns

SE, Us C.l,n n l,ns
Q.E.D.

Proofs of the next two theorems use A;xioms Ll - L3 in an

identical fashi.on, and therefore they are omitted.

Theorem 2.5.2. For k r i and k r 0

E
k,n

s such that C. = C!lJs,
1 J. 1,

Theorem 2.5.3. If C! _. C
1
' then

1

The identities just established enable us now to give expres-

sions for the probability of arriving at any given conditioned

subset C! given the reinforcing event, presentati.on set, a.'ld
1

conditioning .function (or merely the conditioned subset C.) on
1.

the preceding trial. The first of these expressions refers to the
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change in the subset of elements connected to a given response on

a trial when that response is reinforced 0

If peE. TC o »O,then
l,9n nlJn

p( siT )
n n

where the summation runs over all s

and s::: T

such that s UC. =C'
-- -.-- J. i

Proof:

= Z peE. s T C. )
S 1.,n n n 1..'In

Then, making the appropriate conditionalizations,

by 2.5.1.

p( C: 1 IE. T Co)
lpn+ l,n n lJn

p( siT )
n n

where C. is again eliminated. from p( siT Co) by means ofl,9n n . n l,lln
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One might have expected that this basic expression for the

change in the conditioning function on a .reinforced trial would

involve only the factor representing probability of a particular

type of sample and not also those representing probabilities of the

reinforcing event. However, it is possible for the reinforcing

event to depend on the response made by the subject on the given

trial, and this in turn depends on the nature of the sampled subset

of stimuli. Thus information about the reinforcing event of trial n

may convey information about the stimulus sample. Under some

particular reinforcement schedules, e.g., the classical discrimina-

tion paradigm or simple noncontingent reinforcement, the factors

involving cancel out. Both of these cases are subsumed under

the following obvious corollary.

Corollary I.

y~Us C , thennns

If ~ P(E. IT), where
lJn n ---

L; p(s
n

8

IT )
n

For some purposes it is convenient to have the general statement

of the theorem formulated with reference to responses and observable

trial-outcomes rather than in terms of reinforcing events.
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Corollary II.

P(Cl~.n+l [E. T C. )" ~,n n ~,n

Where

This relation is obtained "by expanding .the conditional

probabilities of' Ei,n in the statement of' the theorem by the

~s~al techniq~e and simplif'ying the result.by application .of'

Axioms El and·:E2.

By virt~e of' 2.4.4 and Corollary II of' the present theorem,

the .conditionalization in the statementof'2.5.4 can be given in

terms of' the whole conditioning f'~ction rather than of the

s~bset Ci only. That is,

Corolla,ry III.

p( C ~ 1 IE. T C. ) =l,n+ . l,nn l,n P(Ci' 1 I.E. T C ),n+ . l,n n n

Finally, we have an independence -of-pa,th res~lt •
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Corollary IV. If' Wn _l is ~ n - 1 cylinder set and

P(E. T C W 1) > 0 ,then p(C: liE. T C W 1) ~ P(C! liE. T C, ,)l,n n n n- l,n+ l,n n n n- l,n+ J.,n n n

To establish this corollary we need only expand the lef't-hand

expression as in Corollary II, obtaining

p(C i' +lIE. TC. W 1),n l,n n l,n n-

~,~ ckm.P(O IA T C. W 1) ~ P(A Is T C. W l)P(s IT W 1)
ill k 1. ffi,n -K,n n l,n n- s ·k,n n n l,n n- . n n n-

.-

~~ckm'P(O IA TC. W l)P(A ITc. W 1)mk 1. m,n-]{,n n l,n n- -lr,n n 1.,n n-

an£[ then eliminate W
n

_
l

f'rom the conditionalizations by application

of' Axioms Pl, ,El, E2, and 83.

The next two theorems deal similarly with the change in the

subset of' elements connected to a given response on trials when

some alternative response is reinforced or when the neutral event

EO occurs, respectively. The proof's f'ollow that of' 2.5.4 so closely

that they can be omitted.

Theorem 2.5.5. If' kf 0 and k f i and P(E
k

T C. ) > 0 ,
.'In n l,n

P(C! +llEk T C. )l,n ,n n l,n

P(E
k

1sT C. )p( siT )
= L: _,n n n 1.,n n n

s P(E
k

IT C. ),n n 1.,n
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where the summation.~~ over all samples s such that seT

then

where YsUs C ,
nn

s

p(C! lET C )- E p( siT )
l.,n+l -k,n n i,n n n

s

Corollary II.

p(C! +11 Ek ).
~jn ' ,n

.Corollary III.

p( Cl.! n+l .1 Ek nTnCl.' n)- p( C! 1 I Ek T C )
" , , , J. ,n+ ,n n n

Corollary IV. .If' W
n

_
l

is any n -1 cylinder set .~

P(Ek,nTnCnWn_l) > 0 ,then

p(C! +l!Ek T C W 1)= P(C! +1 !Ek T C )lJn,. ' ,n n n n- l,n, ',' , ,n n n



Theorem 2.5.6.

.Corollary I.

If" P(E
O

T C. ) > 0 , then. ,n n l,n

=0 {lop( C! .1 I EO T C. )l,n+ ,n n l,n otherwise •

P(Ci' llEO T Ci ).-,n+ _,n n ,n p(Ci' +1 I EO T C ),n ,n n n

CorollaryII. If Wn _l is any n- 1 cylinder set and

P(Eo,nTnCnWn_l) > 0 ,then

p(C! 1 I EO T C W 1)l,n+ ,- ,n n n ,n- = p( C! 1 I EO T C)l,n+ ,n n n

In working with stimulus sampling models,by virtue of the theorems

proved in the next section, it is often possible to use techni~ues and

theorems drawn from the literature on finite Markov chains. (See, e.g.,

[6], [8] ) When this is the case, it is of'tenconvenient to have the

effects of reinforcing events expressed simply in terms of numbers of

stimulus elements connected to particular responses rather than in

terms of specific sets Of elements. The next three theorems parallel

the preceding three .except for this shift of reference from sets to

numbers. For simplicity we limit ourselves to the case in which the

presentation set is the same on trials n and n + 1 If the

presentation sets on these two trials were disjoint, then obviously
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the conditioned portion ofT' , the presentation set of trial n+ 1 ,

would be unaffected by events occurring on trial n. But if the

two presentation sets overlap to some intermediate degree, learning

theoremsexpressed in terms of numbers rather than sets re~uire

more extensive notational apparatus than we have utilized in this

report.

P(T lEo T N([T()C.] )) > 0 , thenn+ l,n n 1 n

p(N([Tnc.] 1) IT lE.T N([T(1C.] ))In+ n+ l,n n 1 n

N(Tf\ c i ) P(T liE. N(s. )N(s)T N([T(lC.] ))
= ty; n+ "l,n l,n n n .In

N(s =0 P(T +l!E. T N([TnC.] ))i" n l,n n l n

P(E. IN(s. )N(s)T N([TnC.] ))
1 ,.n 1 ,il n n' 1 n

P(E. ITN([Tnc.]))l,n n 1 n

(
N(T) \

N(s) I

P(N(s) IT)

and
Here/in later theorems, the subscripts n are dropped from

the factor P(N(s ) IT) to emphasize that (by Axiom 81) then n

probability of drawing .a sample of a given size is independent of

the trial number when the presentation set is given. The term
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N([TnC.J) denotes, it will be recalled, the event consisting of
l n

all sequences having a particular number, N(TnC.) , of elements
l

of the presentation set on trial n connected to response i 0

It does not give the number of elements in the intersection of the

two specific sets T and Ci on trial n 0 The set-theoretical

product .T N([T(lC.] )C. would denote the event consisting of
n ~ nljn

all sequences having T as the presentation set, .C. as the subset
l

connected to response i ,and N(T()C.)
l

elements in the inter-

section of these two sets on trial n ,

.Proqf: :First we need a set-theoretical identity similar to

·2.5.1. By virtue of the definition of N(Ci )

(1) Tn+lN( [T t'"\ C
l
! ]n+l)E

l
, ,nTnN( [Tf\C

l
. ].n) = U UT C

m
E T C

k
m k n+l i,n+l i,n n i,n '

where U C~,n+l =N( [T (lCi ]n+1 and
m .

Applying 2.5.1 to the right-hand side of (1) we .obtain:

(2)T IN([TnC!] l)E. T N([T(lC.] )n+ . 1. n+l ,n n· In

and C! = C U sj .
1. i '

such thatis over all samplesu
j

and this latter cqndition maybe replaced by

where
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toirrfer:

. . k
(3) T IN([T()C!] +l)E. T N([T()C.] ).~ U U T lEo N(s~ )N(sJ)T C. •

n+ 1. TIl ,ll n 1. .ll k j n+ 1. ,ll 1. ,n nn 1. ,n

.Now taking .the union over k, we obtain the desired result:

(4) T +IN([TflC!] +l)E. T N([T()C.] ) = UT lEo N(s~)N(sj)T N([T()C.] ).n. .. 1. nl,n n ·J.n .. n+ l,nl n III
J

Then a substitution in terms of' (4 ) leads directly to the desired

expression 0

p(N([TnC!] +liT lEo T N([T()C.] ))
1. ·n - - n+ l,n nln

p(N([TnC! J +l)T +lE.T N([TnCiJ ))_ In n 1. ,ll n ' . n
- .. P(T lEo TN([TflciJ)n+ l,n n - - n

peT lEo N(S~. )N(sj)T N([T()C. ]))
_ -2:: n+ l,lll,n _ n n.). n
- .P(T +lE. T WaT()C.] ))J n l,n n l-ll

P(E. IN(s. )N(s)T N([TnC.]))J.,n- l,n n n ' ------l n
PiE. IT N([TnC

i
] »)

l,n n ·n

by (1)

P(N(s. ) IN(s )T N([TnC.] ))P(N(s ) IT N([TnC.] ))
1. ,ll' n n l.n - - n -n - J.n
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Now application of 2.3.4 and 2.3.7 to the last two factors yields

the theorem. ,Note that the superscripts j can be dropped when

we rewrite the summation in the last step since the terms N(sj)

etc. are simply numbers.

,If the probability of reinforcement and the probability of

the presentation set are independent ,of the sampling ,function (the

only experimental case excluded by this provision being.the one in

, which these events are contingent upon the response of the given

trial), then the factors involving T 1 and E. in the rightn+ l,n

side of the last equality cancel, and we have the important special

result:

then

If P(E
i

!N(s. )N(s )TN([Ti'lC.])) =
,n l,n n n 1. ·n

and P(T 1 1E. N(s. )N(s)T N([T IIC.] )) =n+ 1.,.n 1. yn n n In

Corollary 1.

P(E. IT N([Tn C.] ))
l.?n· n .. 1. n

P(T +1 IE. T N([TnCi ] )) ,n l,n n ·n

P(N([T()C.] 1) IE. T N([TI) C.] ))
. 1. . n+ . 1. ,n nln

=

N(Tnc. )
l

=N( s )3t"(TflC! ) -N(Tr1C. )
l l

(

N(Tn,C i )) (N(T) - N(T,C i )\

N(s..) N(s) - N(s.) !
l, l P(N(s)!T)

(
N(T) )

N(s)=N(s. )+N(TI\C~ )-N(TI\C. )N(s)
1. 11.

(

N(TnC.) ) (N(T)-N(Tnc.))

N(s) -N(C!~+N(C.) 'N(C~)~N(C.~
l l l l P(N(s) IT)

, (N(T))
N(s)
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When the stimulus sampling process is fully specified, this

last expression specializes to formulas that have been derived

previously for particular cases (see, e,g" [4]), In the case of

fixed sample size, i,e"

P(N(s) I T) ~ 1

= 0

we have:

for N( s) = cr

otherwise,

Corollary II, In the~ of fixed sample size cr and granted

the hypothesis of, Corollary I,

P(N([TflC:] )
l'n+l

In the case of independent sampling of stimulus elements with

probability e that any element is in the sample, t,he ,factor

P(N(s) IT) can be written
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(
N(T)) N(s.) N(T('IC.)~N(s.) N(s)-N(s.)

= N(s) 9 l (1-9) l l 9 l •

N(T)-N(Ti1 C. )-N(s)+N(s.)
(1-9) l l

and we obtain

Corollary III. In the case of independent sampling and granted

the hypothesis of Corollary I

N(T)-N(Ti1C~ )
(1-9) l

Proof: From Corollary I and the assumption of independent sampling

we have at once that

N(TnCi ) (N(TnC. ))(N(T)-N(TClC.))

P(N([Ti\C:] l)IE. T N([TnC.] ))= >. N( l) N( )-N( )l .
1 n+ l,n n l nN(~O Si ' S Si

l

N(s)=N(s. )+N(Ti1C~ )-N(TI1C.)
l l l

N(s. )N(Ti\C. )-N(s.) N(s)-N(s.) N(T)-N(Ti\C. )-N(s)+N(s.)
9 l (1-9) l l 9 l (1-9) l l

(

N(T)-N(Ti1C) ) N(T!\C: )-N(Tf\C.) N(T)-N(Tf\C.)
l l() l

= N(Tf\C ~ )-N(Tf\C.) 9 1-9 .
l . l
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Proofs of the next two theorems are anal0golis to that of 2.5.7 and

can be omitted.

Theorem 2.5.8. If k f 0 and k f i and

P(T ,E
k

T N([TnC.] » > 0 ,then
n+.L .'In n In --

p(N([TnC!] +l) IT +lEk T N([T nc.] »In . n ,n n l n

N(T)-N(Tnc. )
1

N(S~.)=O
1

N(s.)=N(TnC.)-N(TnC~)
1 1 1

P(T llEk N(s. )N(s)TN([TnC.]»
n+ ,n l,n n n 1 n

P(T l IEk T N([TnC.] »n+ . ,n n 1 n

P(Ek,n IN(si,n)N(Sn)TnN([TIlC i ]n»

P(E
k

IT N([TnC.] »
.'In n 1 n

(

N(T)-N(Tn Ci) ) (N(T nCi»)

.N(s)-N(s.) N(s.)
___--.;:l:c..- ...c1:c..-_ p( N(s) IT)

(

N(T) )

N( s)

Corollary 1. If P(Ek IN(s. )N(s)T N([Tnc.] ) =
,ll l,ll n n 1 n

P(Ek,n /TnN([Tnci]n» and p(Tn+lI~,nN(si,n)N(Sn)TnN([TnCi]n» =

P(T II Ek T N([Tnc.] » , then
n+ ·.l'n n 1 n



(
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N(s)
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p(N([TnC!] +llEk T N([TnC.] »
1. n In n 1. n

(

N(T)-N(TnC.) )( N(TnC.) )
N(T)-N(TnC.) 1 1

"Z 1 N(s)-N(TnC. )+N(Tnc!) N(Tnc. )-N(TnC!)
= / -=1'--_--=1'--__----=1__----=1_ P(N( s) IT) .

N(s)-N(TnC.)-N(TnC!)
1 1

In the case of fixed sample size, N(s) = IT , the right-hand

expression specializes to

(

' N(T )-N(TI1C. ) \I N(TnC. ) )1.,I 1

IT-N(TIlC. )+N(Tf)C! )}IN(TIlC. )-N(TnC! ) I
1. 1. 1. 1----=-----='------=-----='--,IN(T)I

\ IT j

and in the case of independent sampling to

i N(Ti\C.) \
I 1·

\N(Tnc. )-N(Tr)C!)!
1 1

N(TnC.)-N(TnC!) N(TnC!)
G 1 1 (1-9) 1

Theorem 205.90 If P(T lEO T N([TnC.] )) > 0 , then- n+ ,n n 1. n

p(N([TnC!] 1) IT lEO T N( [TilC.] ) {= 11. n+ n+ ,n n ' III

= 0

if N(TIlC~)=N(TilC.)
- J. J.

otherwise.



One of' the most important applications of' the last three

theorems is to the case of' simple learning with noncontingent

reinforcement. This case falls under Corollaries I of Theorems

2.5.7 and 2.5.8; and since the transition probabilities given in

those corollaries are independent of' n and of preceding events,

it is apparent that when r = 2 the process can be interpreted

as a finite Markov chain with the N + 1 states of the chain

corresponding to the N + 1 possible values of N(C.) •
l

The

transition probabilities of the Markov chain are readily obtainable

from Theorems 2.5.7 and 2.5.8. Consider, for example, the transition

f'rom N(C
I

),n to N(C' ):l,n+l

oP(N(Cl' l'IN(c. II.9n+ l,n

~ _P_(N_(_C.;:'lz,n::,Tc.;:·l::..)_E.;:l"",r-::.o,N_(_C.=l"",n::.l_l_+_P_(N_(_C.;:1""::.n+,-,1::..l_E.:::2-,,,n::.N_(_C.;:lz,n::.)_l

P(Cl,n l

... " FCN(Cl' 1) lEI N(CI ))+ (l-:Jl)P(N(Cl' llE2 N(CI )l,
JIl..:-f- .lin ,n ,.9n+ ..I'n In

where " is the (noncontingent) probability of El If' now the

stimulus set consisted of exactly two elements, and

T 0=8 = (aI' a2) , then by direct application of' 2.5.7 Corollary I

we have
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for N(C')=2 and. N(Cl ) = 2 ,1

P(N(Ci 1) IN(CI » - 11 + P(N(so»(l-lI) ;
,.9n+ .lin

for N(C')=2 and. N(Cl ) = 0 ,
1

P(N(Ci,n+l) I N(Cl,n» = lIP(N(s2» ;

and., by application of 205.8 Corollary I,

for N(Ci) = 1 and. N(Cl ) = 2 ,

P(N(C' ) \N(C » = (1-11) P(N(sl»;
l,n+l l,n 2

and so on,.9

where the notation P(N(sj» d.enotes the probability of a sample

containing exactly j elements.

Letting ° =P(N(so» , a= P(N(sl» , and. b = P(N(s2»

write the transition matrix for the chain in this example

, we can

1- 1(+rcolIb

a
0+

2
,

where the xows from top to bottom correspond. to N(Cl ) = 2 ,

N(Cl ) = 1 ,and. N(C1 ) =0 ,respectively. Solving for the limit

matrix of the process, i.e., the matrix

T =

t
°

t

°
t
°
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such that TQ ~ QT ~ T , we find for the asymptotic probability of the

state with exactly one element connected to response 1 ,

r!a~
- (211-1)
2

asymptotically is obviously equal to

and for the state with both elements connected to response 1 ,

a(1-211)tl + rca

l-o-!":+rca
2

Now the expected proportion of elements connected to response 1

h ~ + t l ' and by straight
" c

forward algebra we arrive at the appealingly simple result

Thus, if the probability of drawing an empty sample is zero, the

asymptot.ic probability of response 1 is equal to Us probability

of reinforcement.

The treatment of the simple, noncontingent case as a Markov chain

has been given previously for particular specifications of the sampling

process ([4]), but it is of interest to see that such familiar results

as the one just presented for the asymptotic proportion of conditional

stimuli hold for the more general case covered by our three sampling
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axioms. A still more general, and also more rigorous, treatment of'

stimulus sampling models as f'inite Markov chains will be given in

the next section.

An independence of' path property attaching to the last three

theorems will be needed in later derivations.

Theorem 2.5.10. In the statements of' Theorems 2.5.7,2.5.8,

and 2.5.9, any n-l cylinder set W
n

_
l

may be added to the

conditionalizations without alte~ing the results, provided only

that the addition of' W
n

_
l

does not make the probability of' the

new event zeroo

That is, if' P(T LlE. T N([TIlC.] )W 1) > 0 , thennT . 1. ,n n 1 n n-

P(N( [TIlCi]n+l) I Tn+lEi,nTnN([Tn Ci ]n)Wn _l ) has the same expression

as that given f'or p(N([Ti\C!l l)IT IE. T N([T(\C.J )) in 2.5.7,
1 n+ ·n+ linn In

and similarly f'or the other two theorems. The proof's f'ollow that

of Theorem 2.5.4, Corollary IV.

The remaining class of' general learning theorems to be given in

this section provides recursive expressions for probaauity of' a given

response, conditional upon the presentation set and upon events of the

preceding trial. The first three of' these theorems correspond to

the three axioms of the linear model [5]. As will be seen, under

certain restrictions they take the same form as the "linear operators"

f'amiliarin contemporary stochastic models ([1], [2]). Taking these
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theorems in conjunction with particular schedules of stimulation

and reinforcement, we will also be able to exhibit some empirically

testable predictions that follow from the general stimulus sampling

model without specification of the particular sampling process

(independent sampling, fixed sample size, or the like).

Theorem 2.5.11, If PIT' lEo T C. ) > 0 , thenn+ l,n n l,n

PIA. liT' E. T C. )l,n+ n+l lJn n l,n

N(T' )

P (T ' IC ~ lE. T C ) P(E. I s jT C. )
_---"'n+"'.=l_Tl",,-,n::.+-=_l=..z.;,n:.::....;ll=,..;l::.·",,-,ll=- l; l ,ll II II l, II P ( s j IT) ,

P(T'+l!E. TC.) J.P(E. ITc. )
. n l,n n l,n l,n n l,n

w_h_e_re__tb_._e summations _a_r_e _ov_e_r _a_l_l C
i

sjUC. ~ C' for some C~:2C.
l i -_._- l J.

such that



Proof:

P(T' 1 I c: lE. T C. )n+ . l,n+ l,D n l,n

P(T' 1 IE. T C. )n+ 1. ,n n l.,n

P(C: 1 IE. T C. )l,n+ l,n n l,n

= '"" P(A IT' C' )L i n+l n+l i n+lC . , ,
i

P(T' 1 I C: lEo T C. )n+ l,n+ l.,n n l,n

p(T'lIE. TC. )n+ l,n n l,n

P(C: +lIE. T C. )
l,n l,D n l,D

by 2.4.4

P(T' 1 IC: lE. T C. )n+ .1.,n+ 2,n n l,n

P(T' 1 IE. T C. )n+ l,n n J.,n

P(E. IsJT C. )
.E J.,n n n l,n

J P(E. IT C. )
.l,n n l,n

P(sJ IT )
n n

N(T'nc:)
----ON0:7(=T-=-').-=l:.- (1- p(sO IT') + Pi,n+lP(SO IT')] •

P(T' llc: lEo T C. )n+ l,n+ l,n n l,n
peT' liE. T C.)n+ . l,n n l,n
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when the summations over N(s) and N(si) have been carried out

and, by virtue of Axiom 81, the subscripts have been dropped from

the sample probabilities. Q.E.D.

The expression of the theorem is somewhat cumbersome in

appearance, but this is only to be expected in 'view of its generality.

By appropriate specializati.on, it yields the "reinforcement

operator" for any desired reinforcement schedule, however complex,

and for any discriminative situation, regardless of such considera-

tions as overlap between T and T' or contingencies of the

presentation sets upon preceding events. Before proceeding with

corollaries, it may be well to illustrate the specialization of

the general expression in terms of a particular example.

Let r -. 2

S .. {a,b}

T ; {a,b} ,
T' -- {a] ,
Cl

_. 0 ,
p( so) = 0 ,

P(E1IT) ; "r , independent of n and preceding events,

P(Tr',+l) =[: if Al occurs on tHal n

i.f Ai? occurs on trial n ,
independent .of other events.
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Now for Ci = 0 and
N(T'nCi)

Ci = [b), ,N(T' ) =0, and these terms

vanish from the summation over C'
1

In the other two cases, the

ratios involving probabilities of T'n+l are both simply 1
1

since,

are both equal toinvolving probabilities of

given Cl =0 ,an A2 must ,occur on trial

El,n

n ; and the ratios

= 1 .

p(sabI T),andC' = (ab) ,
1

L P(sj
j n

respectively. Therefore, in this example,

For Ci = (a) and

In many of the commonly studied experimental routines, the

sequence of presentation sets and reinforcing events is independent

of the subjects' responses. These cases, which may be subsumed under

the heading noncontingent discrimination schedules, peJ:'lD.it a

drastic simplification in the statement of the theorem.

. Corollary I. If P(T' IE. T C. ) = P(T' 1 Ic: IE. T C. )n+l l,n n J.,n n+ l,n+ lJn n l,n

and P(E. ITC. )l,n n l,n then

(1) P(A. 1 IT' IE. T C. )l,n+ n+ l,nn -l,n

N(T'n C:)

= L [ N(T.)l
C'

i

(1- P(so IT'» + p. P(so IT')]L P(sj I T)
l,n+l .

J
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As in the statement of the theorem, the inside summation

is over all samples sj ~ T such that C: = sj U C. for some
l l

Ci =<Ci · In order to obtain closed expressions which do not

involve the summation over C! , it is necessary to make specific
l

assumptions about the relationship between T and T' • The

two principal .cases to be considered are Tn T I =0 , and

T = T' • Since for every Ci ~Ci '

(2) N(T'nc:)- N(T'IlC.) + N(T'n sj)
l l

it is obvious that in the former case N(T,nC!) = N(T'IIC.) ,
l l

and (1) reduces to the form given in the following corollary.

Corollary II. Granted the hypothesis of Corollary I and

also TnT' = 0 , then

If is constant, then the probability of response i to

presentation set T' is unchanged on such a trial.

More interest attaches to the case T = T' , which obtains,

for example, over all trials in experiments on simple learning.

Under this condition, (1) reduces as follows.
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Corollary III. Granted the hypothesis of Corollary I, then

N(Tnc.)
+ (1- p(sO I T))[ N(T)l (1- N(T»)+ N(~)] ,

whe.re
N(T)

cr = > N(s)P(N(s) IT)
N~l

To establish this corollary, we need only rewrite (1) of Corollary I

in the form

(

N(TI1C. ))

(.

N(T)-N(TnCi )) N(S.;

(.

NCT)) P(N(s) IT) ,
N(s)-N(s. ))

1 N( s)

using the condition T' = T , the relation (2) of Corollary I, and

the fact that the conditions on the inside summation of (1) yield

the identity



P(N(s) IT)

The summation on the right side of this last equality clearly runs

over all sample sizes that are consistent with the conditions s =T

the numerator gives the number

probabi.lity of drawing a particular

binomial coefficient ((N(T I) Ci )) in
N(s. )

~

1

(

N(T)) is the

N(s)

N(s) ; and thesample of size

By Theorem 2.3.1, the quantityUC C!s i = ~and

of times that this probability enters into the sum. The other

binomial coefficient gives the number of particular sets C' with
i

N(C!) = N(C.).+ N(s) - N(s.) . Now performing the summations, first
~ l ~

over the hypergeometric distribution and then over N(s) , yields

the corollary.

This corollary can also be expressed as a recursion in the

probability of response i given its conditioned subset. Sub-

stituting into (1) in terms of Theorem 2.4.5, we obtain

(2) .P(A. 1 IT IE. T C. ) = (1- N(T))P(A"n IT C. )1,n+ .. n+ J.;ln n l,n ..... n l,n
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If the probability of an empty sample is zero, the recursion

becomes

When the whole stimulus population is included J.nthe

presentation set, Le., T=S , we arrive finally. at the form

(4) P(A. 1 lEi c. )l,n+ "n J.,n = (1- -NCf)P(A.. lc.)1.,n l,n

which is identical in form to the familiar ·"linear operators"

([2J, [5J), differing only.in that conditionalization is upon the

conditioned .subset rather than upon the preceding sequence.

The next two theorems are the parallels of 2.5.11 for the other

two types of reinforcing events; the proofs are analogous to that of

2.5.11 and can be omitted.

then

Theorem 2.5.12. If kf.i and k f. 0 andP(T' lEk T C. ) > 0 ,n+ _ ,n n J.,n

P(A IT' Ii: T C. ). i,n+l n+l~,n n l,n

=2:::
C!

l

N(T'rJC')
i

[ N(T')
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where the summations are over all

sjU C ~ =C. for some Cl~ '= Cl'l l ---

C' and all
i --

sllchthat----

Corollary I. If P(T I 1 I Ek T C. ) = P(T' I C' lEk T C. )n+ ,n n l,n n+l· i,n+ ,n n l,n

and P(E
k

IT C. ) =P(E
k

I sjT C. ), then
,n n l,n ,n n n l,n

Corollary II. Granted the hypothesis of Corollary I and also

TnT' = 0 , then

P(A IT' ETC )=
i,n+l n+l k,n n i,n

(1)

Corollary III. Granted the hypothesis of Corollary I, then

P(Al· ,n+l IT lEk T C. ) = p(so I T)p. +1n+ ,n n ljln l~n

N(T nc.)
+ (1- p(so I T))(l- N(~») --;;N'CT(T;;;-),l-

(2 )
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If p(sol T) = 0 , then

= (1- NtT))P(A. IT C. ),l,n n l,n

and if T = S ,

(4) .P(A 'E C ) = (1- N(T))P(A. I C. )i,n+l k,n i,n l,n l,n

Theorem 2.5.13. If P(T' lEO T C. ) > 0 , thenn+ ,n n l,n --

N(T'n C.)
P(Ai,n+l' T~+lEo,nTnCi,n)- (1- P(so, T')) N(T,)l

Corollary I.

+ p( s
O

IT' )p . l'l,n+

If p( S
O 'T) = 0 , then

_an_d_if T =8 ,

P(A. 1 I EO C. ) = P(A. Ie. )l,n+ ,n l,n l,n lJn
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The preceding three theorems with their corollaries permit

predictions of response probability on a particular trial given

the conditioning function and other specified information about

events of the preceding trial. Thus in an experimental inter-

pretation they would be appropriate for dealing with changes in

response probability for indi.vidual subjects. Additional results

of this sort· will be found in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 below. Another

application of these theorems arises in the derivation of recursive

expressions for unconditional response probabilities, ioe.)

probabilities interpretable in terms of populations of subjects

in which all possible preceding sequences of events are represented.

For illustrati.ve purposes, we shall derive here a recursion only

for an important special case of the theory, the "determinate

reinforcement" case ([ 4], [5]) wHh noncontingent probabilities

for the presentation sets 0 This result will suffice to provide

some comparisons with the corresponding case of the linear model.

Also it will permit us to exhibit some empirically testable predic-

tions that can be generated from the model without the imposition

of the usual restrictions on the stimulus sampling process.

Theorem 2.5.14. If P(T llw); P(T 1) ,n+ n n+

,,,here W i.s any n-cyli.nder set, and P(E
O

); 0 , thenn ,n --
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P(A.. IT T)
l n+l n+l n,

- N(Tnc.)

(l-N(~») N(T{

0".

p(c. )+ N(T
l

) ptE. IT)},l,n l,n n

w_h_e_r_e 0"i denotes mean sample _si_z e _on_ trials __on w_h_i_c_h E
i

occurs

and 0" ~ sample size on all trials.

Proof: By straightforward probabi:l.ity considerations, together

with the hypothesis of the theorem,

= ""P(=T-::1:....,T~) L L ptA. IT lEo T C. )
n+l n j C

i
l,n+ n+ J,n n l,n

= -;::P(T,;T;--=-ll--';T,",") ;;;: ~C P(Ai ,n+l!Tn+1Ej ,nTnCi ,n)P(Tn+l )P(E j ,n ITnCi ,n) •
n+ n J i

P(T )P(C. ),
n l;n

and by the hypothesis,
P(T l)P(T)n+ n
P(T T) = 1 , so these factors cancel out.

n+l n

.The two cases to be considered relative to the reinforcing events are

j = i and j = k ,where k r i •

can substitute in terms of 2.5.11

terms of 2.5.12, obtaining

For ptA. liT +lE. T C. ) wel,n+ n l,n n l,n

and for ptA. liT lE T C. )l,n+ n+ -k,n n l,n in
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where j runs over all sj-S T with over all

sj '::: T with sj'U C ~ = C. . .By virtue of the learning axioms, each
l l

term involving C' can be decomposed yielding
i

(1)

N(TII C. )-N(TI\ s.)
01 I 1 - l l.+ p. lP(s T)]P(E. s T C. )p(s T)+ L [ N(T)l.'ln+ l,n nn l,n

s

(l_p(soIT))+ p. lP(sOIT)]~ peEk Is T C. )P(s!T)(P(C. );
l,n+ k i ,n n n l,n ) l,n

since all possible sets C~ are represented, the summation ~ now runs
l

s
over all possible non-empty samples s'= T .

There are three kinds of summations to be carried out. The first
N(TnC. )

l
involves N(T)
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(2 ) f~ P(E. Is T C. )p(s IT)
~Jn n n l,ns

+LEp(E
k

IsTc. )P(s!T)(P(C. )k1i s ,ll n n l_,n ) l,n

N(Tnc.)
= L NeTt L E P(E. Is T C. )P(sIT)P(C. )C . J ,u n n 1. ,n l,n

i J s

N(Tnc. )
- ';:"""" ~ ( )- c.- N(T) P Ci,n

~

s~T ,which, since
N(Tl\s)

N(T)The second summation involves

N(s)
equals N(T) .

when E. and s have been summed outo
J,n

E ~ NN
1T
sj P(E. 1sT C. )p(s IT C. )p(C. )

C. l,n n n l,n n n l,n l,n
i S

= L.L NN1T
s

j p(s !E. T )P(E. !T C. )p(C. )
C . n l,n n l,n n 1. ,n l,n

i s

_ ~ N(s) ! ) I- L il"""'T p( s E. T P(E. T)
~\~J n l,n n l,n n

s ..

-
. (Ji

= P(E. IT )~il"""'T 'l,n n 1~\.L)
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where is the conditional mean sample size referred to in the

statement of the theorem . In the first equality, the factor C.l,n

was dropped from pes IE. T C. ) by virtue of Axiom 83; however,
n l)n n l,n

E. cannot be similarly eliminated unless we are given speciall,n

conditions on the probability of reinforcement which make E.l,n

independent of the trial sample. It is easy to show that ~i = ~

s,= T ,summation involvesThe third
N(s. )

l
equals N"(T)

whenever reinforcement is noncontingent.
N(T!ls.)

l
~N~(~T~)~ , which, since

(4)
N( s.)

2-~N(T) (P(E. IsTC. )+~P(Ek IsTc. ))P(sITC. )P(C.)
C. s· 1. ,n n n l,n k ,n n n l,n n n l,n 1,XI

l

. N(s.)
= ~;;:- N(T) pes IT C. )p(c. )

C 8 n n l,n l,n
i

~T; N(Tnc)N(s.)
= ~ >-) N(T) peNes. ) IN(s )T C. )P(N(s) IT)P(C. )

C. N(s =N s.) N(s. =0 l,n n n l,n n n l,n
1 1 J.

N(T) N(Tnc.)
= ~ fs) N(Tt N(s.)p(N(s) IT )p(c. )

C. N s =0· n n l,n
l

- N(Tnc.)
= N(~) &= N(T)l P(Ci,n)

i
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With the summations evaluated in terms of (2), (3), and (4),

e~uation (1) now reduces to

N(TflC.) - 0:.(f N(Tt (l-N&)P(Ci,n)+N(~)P(Ei,nITn»)
l

This last result can be expressed more instructively in the form of a

recursion in the response probability. By Theorem 2.4.5,

piA. IT C. )=
~,n n l,n

and in view of the hypothesis,

E piA. IT C. )p(C. )c. l,n n l,n l,n
l

piA. T C. )P(C. )P(T)_ .~ l,n nl,n l,n n
- L...

C
peT C. )P(T)

. n l,n n
l

piA. T C. )
= ~ l,l1 n l,n =P(A IT),

C peT ) i,n n
i n

sO that

(6)

= 2:: piA. IT C. )p(C. )
C. l,n n l,n l,n

l
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Substituting from (6) into (5), we obtain the recursion

( 7) P(A. .IT T)
~ n+l n+l n,

0".

= (1- NtT))P(A. IT) +(l-p(soIT))N(T~) P(E. IT)
~ ,n· n l,n n

If Pi n has an asymptote, then given a series of trials with,
the same presentation set, we can derive a useful expression for the

ratio of the long term proportion of Ai responses to the long term

proportion of Ei events"

Corollary I" If lim
n-->CD

P. = P, , andl,n -l.

P(T ) = 1
n

for all n ,

n*
and 1* L P(E. )
-- n n=l ~,n

exists and

has a limit as n* --> 00 , then lim
n*-? co

n*
\ L P(A. )
n n=l l,n

lim
n* -4-CO

n*
1 - )* L P(A. _.
n n=ll,n

O"i
(l~P(so)) lim

0" n* -?- co

n*
1 - ) 0)* >P(E. +p(s p.
n n=l l,n 1

To establish this relation, we simply sum both sides of (7) over n,

first eliminating T
n and T 1n+

from the conditionalizations by virtue

of the hypothesis of the corollary:
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n* 0". n*
= (1- N(~)):Z:::: P(A.)+(l-p(son N(~) L P(E. )

. n:::::l l,n n=l l,n

n* .
+ P(so) > [Po +1- p. + p. N(T)]

n=l l,n l,n l,n

Eliminating terms which appear on both sides o:f the equality, and

dividing through by n* , we have

- 1 n*

Nt'T) • -;;: z::: P(A. )-t, (l-P(so))
n n=l ~,n

lTi 1 n*

N(T ) -;;: L P(E. )
n n=l l,n

Now when we take limits as

and
P(A. )

lim _---s~-'-,n"'- = 0
n*

and

n* -> CD , obviously lim
P(Ai,n*+l) =

n* 0

so these terms can all be dropped :from :further consideration. The

remaining terms can be rearranged in the form

or

n*
IT* ~ P(A. ) =
n 1 ~,nn=

IT n*
i -- °-;;: L P(E. ) + p(s )

n n=l ~,n

n*
1* > P(A. ) =

n 1 ~,nn=

IT. 1 n*
...2. -*~ P(E. ) +P(so)

- n ~ In·
IT n=l '



Finally, taking limits, we have

lim
n7(· -7.00

n*
\ L ptA. ) =
n n=l ~,n

1 n* 0" L ptE. )+p(s )P.
n n=l ljn 1

Therefore, we can predict that in this case the long term proportion

of Ai responses will be a linear function of the long term proportion

of Ei reinforcing events. Also, by conducting experiments with

different reinforcement schedules, we can obtain convenient estimates of

the parameters and
rJ

To do this, we first choose

two reinforcement schedules for which
O"i
-- = 1 ; any schedule having
rJ

independent of the trial sample will suffice. The two observation

equations with two unknowns thus obtained can be solved for p(so)

remaining parameter for any other reinforcement schedule.

and Using these estimates, we can then in turn estimate the

rJ
i

rJ

For a sequence of trials with a given presentation set and with

simple, noncontingent reinforcement, the recursion (7) takes a

particularly simple form.

Corollary II. P(T ) = 1
n

and and

ptE. ) = Jr.
lJn 1

for all n , then



(8) P(A. IT T)
l n+l n+l n,
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= (1- N{'T) )P(A. IT)
l~n n

As in the preceding corollary, we can drop the T's from the

conditionalizations; using also the notation

give this recursion a simple appearance:

we can

with the obvious solution

A comparison with the simple, noncontingent case of the linear

model is instructive. The formula corresponding to (10) in the linear

model is

P(A. ) = n. +(n. - P(A. l»)(l_G)n-l ,
l,n 1 1 1.,

where 9 now denotes the learning parameter of the linear model.

The forms of the "learning curves" are the same in both models, but

whereas the only asymptotic result compatible with the linear model

is "probability matching,1\ i oe 0, P(A. ) ~ n. , the prediction from
l,CO 1

the sampling model is simply that asymptotic response probability will

be a linear ·fUnction of the probability of reinforcement.
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. (U) ptA. )
1. ,00

data, and

Since asymptotic response probability is readily estimated from

n. can be varied at the will of the experimenter, this
1.

result provides a very simple means of estimating the parameters Pi

lild P(SO) . In an experimental context, P(so) , as evaluated

from equations (9), (10), or (U), or, more generaUy, P(soIT) , is

to be interpreted as the probability that the subject samples no

stimuli from the experimenter-defined presentation set on any given

trial. On a trial when an empty sample is drawn from the presentation

set,tb.e subject must.be influenced by some other stimuli that are

available in the experimental situation although not included in the

presentation set. These other stimuli might, for example, be

produced by overt or covert verbalizations on the part of the subjects.

In a standard verbal conditmning experiment, to take a familiar case,

the subject is instructed to respond to the signal presented by the

experimenter at the start of each trial. In this case, p(so) might

be interpreted as the probability that the subject on a given trial

actually ignores the signal and responds only to cues associated,

say, with verbalizations about characteristics of the preceding

sequence of reinforcing events. The subject's probability of making

a given response when he is influenced only by cues outside the

presentation set might be exprected to depend on his learning history

in the experimental situation and also upon information gained else-

where prior to the experiment.
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§ 2.6. Markov Chain Property.Y With a substantial number of

independence of path theorems now established, we are in a position

to turn to the proof of what is probably the most important general

theorem of stimulus sampling theory, namely that under very broad

conditions an appropriately chosen se~uence of events is a Markov

chain. The significance of this theorem lies ~n the fact that the

mathematical theory of finite state Markov chains is more complete

and simple than that of nearly any other class of stochastic

processes. The same remark applies to the statistical theory of

estimation and inference in Markov chains.

In principle, response probabilities can always be computed,

given the probabilities of the states of the chain. Except when

the number of states is very small, it is usually impraotical to

give explicit formulas for response probabilities as functions of

n by virtue of this fact; but in many experimentally important

cases, asymptotic response probabilities turn out to have simple,

closed expressions in terms of the asymptotic state probabilities.

Before turning to formal developments, we want to descri.be

intuitively in somewhat more detail the character of the results in

this section and to give a sketch of some examples which show that

the results are in a certain sense the best possible. By this we

We define a Markov chain to be a Markov process whose

transition probabilities are independent of n.
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mean that the definition of state in the Markov chain cannot be

essentially simplified without destroying the Markovian character

of the process.

A result much used in the experimental literature is that the

se~uence < ~1'~2' ... '~n' ••• > of conditioning random variables

which take possible conditioning functions as thei.r values forms

a Markov chain for simple noncontingent and contingent reinforcement

schedules. Superficially it might .be thought that the se~uence of

events (or random variables) which forms a Markov chain would be

~uite different in discrimination and simple learning experiments.

However, as we shall see, this difference is not critical at all.

The crucial ~uestion is always: how many trials back do the

probability dependencies in the reinforcement and presentation

schedules extend?

I. Double contingent reinforcement with constant presentation

set. For example, let us first consider one of the most direct

generalizations, within simple learning, of the simple contingent

case, namely the double contingent case for which the probability

of an outcome or reinforcement on trial n depends on the responses

of that trial and the previous trial. For the double contingent

case the se~uence of conditioning random variables < ~1'~2' ... '~n' •.• >

is not a Markov chain. Now it might be thought that this is not

surprising, but that if we define the states as pairs c C
n-l n

of
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conditioning functions, reflecting the fact that the contingency

extends over two trials, then the sequence < 2.12.2 ,2.22.3 '" ,,2.n - l 2.n"" >

would be a Markov chain. However, this conclusion is not true

except under very special restrictions. Consider, for example,the

following model. The set S of stimuli has exactly one element

.which is sampled with probability 8, 0 < 8 < 1 , on every trial.

To show that we do not have a MarkoY chain we need to show that for

some

(1) p(C n
• Cn ICn C'C ) f p(C n • Cn ICn C·)

n+2 n+l n+l n n-l n+2 n+l n+l n

If we take:

and

r=t=2,

P(E I0 ) = 1 ,k,n k,n

p( 01 IA 0 A., 1) = Jt •••
,n J,n J n- J J

n = 2 ,

then it is tedious and lengthy, but not difficult to establish (1).

Rather than give this computation, we believe it will be more

instructive to show what goes wrong when we attempt to draw one of

the trees for a MarkoY chain in the pairs Cn_1Cn of conditioning

functions.
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Using the notation ci to indicate that the single stimulus
n

is conditioned to response Ai on trial n, we can proceed to

diagram the paths leading ~rom the pair terminating on

trial n to the. possible neW pairs terminating on trial n +1 as

shown in Fig. 2.6.1. With probability l-e , the single stimulus

element is not sampled, and there~ore the state o~ conditioning

must remain unchanged, so the lower branch o~ the tree leads to

C~C~+l regardless o~ the responses and rein~orcing events. With

probability g, the stimulus element is sampled, and, since it is

conditioned to response 1 ,response 1 necessarily occurs. The

response may be ~ollowed by either o~ the outcome-rei~orcement

I~ the ~ormer, the state o~pairs ° -E or ° -El,n l,n 2,n 2,n

conditioning remains unchanged; i~ the latter, the stimulus element

becomes conditioned to response 2, and this branch terminated

in the pair

X:o
l ,n

Ae l,n

l-e
ClCl

'------------------- n n+l

Figure 2.6.1
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The aifficulty with this tree is that we ao not have as part

of it the responses on trial n - 1 ana thus we are not able -to

o ana
l,n

o in the appropriate branches. This problem suggests as the2,n

secona possibility a tree which retains the same aefinition of

state but incluaes the responses on trial n - 1 among the branching

possibilities.

A
l,n-l

ClCl~
n-l n

1-

A
2,n-l

G

I-G

A
l,n

Figure 2.6.2
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In the case of this second tree the difficulty is that the

probability y of an Al response on trial n -1 is disturbed

by the knowledge that the conditioning state on trial n is cl

Without this knowledge the probability of an Al response on

With thise + (1- 9)pis simplygivenn-l cl
n-l

additional information we cannot compute the probability of

trial

A without also considering the reinforcement .on trial n - 1 ,l,n-l

which immediately requires knowledge of the response on trial

n-2 and thereby invalidates the .Markovian character of the tree,

An appropriate definition of state for this double contingent case

of reinforcement is the response on trial n -1 and the conditioning

function on trial n, A typical tree is given in Figure 2,6,3,

Because the probabilities of the various branches are independent

of n, the trial number subscripts have been dropped,

1- p

l-p

A
2

Figure 2,6,3
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In the tree p is the fixed probability of an Ai response when

no sample is drawn.

The critical thing in defining the states of the Markov chain

is to include all those events on which the reinforcementproba-

bilities depend, as well as the conditioning function on the given

trial. Before proceeding to the general theory, we give some

additional examples. In all these examples we assume the same

possible conditioning function and the same sampling condition

as in the double contingent instance just discussed.

II. Noncontingent, Markov reinforcement schedule with constant

presentation set. Let

p(o. 1 I o. ) ~
l,n+ J ,n

be the transition probabilities of a one-stage Markov chain in the

trial outcomes. Then the appropriate definition of a state in the

Markov learning process is the reinforcement on trial n - 1 and the

conditioning function on trial n. A typical tree is given in

Figure 2.6.4.
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:n:
21

:0
1

El
E C

l
1

13
A

l

E C
l

:n:22 :02
E C

2

2 2 2

1-13 :n:21 :°1
1

E C
l

1

2

Figure 2.6.4

Note that the possible responses have been omitted in the lowerhal~

o~ the tree ~or the actual response has no e~~ect on the transition

probabilities ~rom one state to another. The Markov chain has in

this case a total o~ rour states: .E1C
l , E

1
C

2
,E

2
C

l , E
2

C
2

We

leave it as an exercise to show that, ~or instance,

and thus that the conditioning runctions alone cannot serve as the

states of the Markov chain.



III •.Noncontingent presentation and contingent reinforcement

with lag•.Let Tm , m'" 1,2 , be the two presentation sets of

stimVli, and let the reinforcement schedvle be defined by

P(O. !Tm,A. ) = ll<m;J,n n ~,n-l ~.....,

The Markov chain then has eight states

and

and it showd be clear from the previous examples how to construct

the tree with each state, and thereby the transition matrix of the

process, once we specify noncontingent probabilities for T
l and

T
2

, say

IV. Contingent presentation and contingent reinforcement. To

show that it is not sufficient just to consider the past dependence

of the reinforcement schedwe, a simple.discrimination setup will

suffice, where the reinforcement is dependent on the presentation

sets and the probability of a presentation set i.tself depends on

the response on the preceding trial. That is,

and



if there is a

t.
with each X.~

~
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For this situation, we may take as the states of the Markov process:

A.C j ,for i,j; 1,2. In this particular instance we may also take
~

as states the conditioning functions and the presentation sets, i.e.,

CjTm • However, to simplify the statement of general results we

shall restrict ourselves to states which have the conditioning

function as the last event.

We turn now to the general theory. "We shall mean by an

experimenter's schedule the set of conditional probabilities which

determine the schedule of reinforcing events and the schedule of

presentation sets. By virtue of Reinforcement Axiom El and

Presentation Axiom Pl this dependence is restricted to preceding

reinforcing events, responses and presentation sets. We say that

an experimenter 's schedule has finite character 1C
~ .i\ ~

collection of finite sequences T\.-; ((Xl , .•• ,~ )}

an or a and such that for each n

(1)

and

pia. IA. T~ lW 1);J,nl,n nn- n-
pia. IA. T~ 1)

J,n 1.,n n n-

(2)
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for any response A. , presentation set Tm , se~uence K in Kl

and W an n-l cylinder set such that P(Ai,nT~n_1Wn_l)> °n-l

for (1) and P(Kn_1Wn _l ) > ° for (2) • The notation Kn-l denotes

a se~uence belonging to which terminates on. trial °n-l
For

example,

K - (0
1

- l'

. V 1 1) 1 1)
If IV ~ [( °1 , Al ' (°1 , A2 '

A2
1 ) then K is the event

n-l ° Al,n-l 2,n-l The superscript

.8. indicates the lag behind trial n . Thus .e. ~ 2 refers to an
l l

event on trial n-2 . A more elaborate a.nd explicit definition and

notation could be used, but the sense of the present notation should

be clear and it is adequate for our -purpose s " We do need to add the

provision that for any n the probabilities of the event se~uences

Kn _l for all K in ~ add to one, in order for the conditional

probabilities of presentation and reinforcement to be completely fixed.

Moreover, it is also understood from the definition of fini.te

character that the conditional probabilities (1) and (2) are

independent of n.

Unfortunately, the sets C K l' when K is in t( and Cn n- is

a conditioning function cannot by themselves sex've as the states of the

M"Lrkov chain when the dependencies in the experimenter's schedule

extend back more than one trial, as the following simple example

illustrates.

v. Contingent reinforcement with lag 2 and consts;nt presentation

set. Because this is a case of simple learning, that is, the full set
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S of stimuli is presented on each trial, the experimenter's

schedule is defined by the conditional probabilities of reinforce-

ment, which here are:

If we take as states the events CiA. 2' then the probabilities
n l,n-

of the typical tree of Figure 2.6.5 are determined, but what is not

determined is the new state to which any branch leads, for the response

on trial n. - 1 is not known.

E __~? Cl
l,n n+l

9

1-

"------- E -'--?
2,n

Figure 2.6.5

The method of remedying the situation in this special case is also the

one which works in general, namely, to add the responses on trial n- 1

and take as the states of the process the events CA. lA., 2n l,n- l ,n-
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of the

se~uence which for

For example, if

is the enlarged
1 .ei -1

Xi' ' .. ,Xi

K*Then

adds the events.e. > 1
1

each

For the general theory we need a notation for this extension

finite character f( of the experimenter's schedule. Let
.el .eM

K~ (Xl ""'~ )

and the eventsK ~ (O~ ,A~) then K* ~ (O~, ,O~ ,A~ "A~ n ,A~)
Jl JJlll

CO., lAo n lO'2A" 2A. 3 form then J ,n- 1 ,n- J,n- 1 ,n-_ l,n-

process. Or, in Example V just considered,

states of the Markov

Before stating and proving the general Markov theorem, it will

be convenient first to prove that the transition probabilities in the

,events C K*n n-l are independent of n , for this result may then be

used to show that the Markov process is indeed a Markov chain.

Moreover, we shall show independence of n by explicitly computing

the transition probabilities and thereby providing a' general method

for obtaining the transition matrix of the Markov chain. To avoid

onerous notation we take a slightly restricted family ~ of events

in the statement and proof of the theorem (in particular K ~ K*) .

Theorem 2.6.1. If

(ii )
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(iii)

then

(iv) P(E
k

I O. A. )
,n J ,nlJn

(a) L: L:
k s

where L: is over all samples
s

s such that C' = C Us
k k

and for 1! f k

s UC' =
1! 1! C1! ' provided

(b) provided K* n K'* = 0n-l n-2 .

Proof: The proof of (b) is obvious, so we consider only (a).

We begin with the simple fact that

(1)
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From the specification of K* and K'* given in the statement of
n n-l

the theorem, and by making the usual expansion, we have for the first

term on the right of (1):

P(C IK* C' K'*) = lrk~n n-l n-l n-2
~ p( c' I EsC' ) •

n k,n-l n"l n-l
s

P(T
ml

IK'* )1,
n-l n-2

)

where ~ is over all reinforcing events and ~ is that indicated in
k s

the statement of the theorem. Note that the right-hand side of (2)·

has been simplified by using Theorems 2.5.1- 2.5.3 to simplify the

conditional probability of

conditional probability of

conditional probability of

that of sn_l . Moreover,

C ,by applying Axiom E2 to the
n -

Ek n-l ' by applying Axiom R3 to the,
A. l' and by applying Axiom 83 to
ll,n-

for every s in the summation ~ we know
s

Cancelling

identical terms in the numerator and denominator on the right, using
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(iv) of the hypothesis of the theorem, and Theorem 2.4.2 that for s ~ 0

P(A. 1 Is lC' 1) = N(s(lC: )/N(s) , equation (2) then simplifies to:
~l,n- n- n- l

We now turn to the second term on the right-hand side of (1).

(4)

P(A.
l,n-l

Applying (ii) and (iii) of the hypothesis of the theorem the right-hand

side of (4) simp1illes to yield:

m
P(A. 1 1 T 1 C' )

ll,n- n-l n-l

Combining then (1), (3) and (5) we

.with the observation that the term

obtain (a), the desired result,
m

l
P(Ai ,n-l ITn_1C~_1) cancels out •

1
Q.E.D.
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For convenient statement of the general Markov theorem we may

define for each n the random variable K* which takes as its values-n

the events

function.

C K* with K in
n n-l 1C and C a possible conditioning

Theorem 2.6.2. (General Markov Theorem). If ~ stimulus sampling

model has ~ experimenter's schedule of finite character K, then

the sequence of random variables

state Markov chain.

< ~~,~~ ...~~, •.. > . _i_s ~ finite

Proof: To simplify notation, we shall prove only a special case

of the theorem, but the method of proof required is exactly that

needed for the general case, and it will be perfectly apparent hOW

t.o extend the proof in a routine manner . Let

that is, the experimenter's schedule is determined by the conditional

probabilities:

(1)

and

p(o. 10., lT
m

lAo 2) = ll(j,j' ,m,i)
J,n J ,n- n-l,n-

m'l mP(T 0., IT lAo 2)n J ,n- n- l,n-
= T(m' ,j' ,m,i)
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for °~ j, j' ~ t , 1 ~ m, m' ~ M , 1 < i < r ,where M is the

total number of presentation sets.

To establish the theorem for this special case we need to

extend K to K* and prove that for every n, j,j',m,m' ,i,i',

and i" every pair of conditioning functions C and C' , every

n-2 cylinder set which is an intersection of C' K'*n ' n1_l

sets with n' < n - 1 such that p( C' K'* W ) > ° , we haven-l n-l n-2

p(C K* Ic' K'* W ) = p(c K* I C' K'*)
n n-l n-l n-2 n-2 n n-l n-l n-2 '

where

(4)

and

(5)

CnKn*_l=CO. lAo lTmlA., 1n J ,n- l,n- n- l "n-

m'
Cn' _lKn''':2 = C' 10" 2A., 2T 2A." 3n- J ,n- 1 ,n- n- 1 ,n-

Now by elementary probability theory

(6) P(CK* IK'*C' W )=
n n-l n-2 n-l n-2

m m')
J; P(C Ek 10. A. IT lC' 10" 2A., 2T 2A." 3W .2k n ,n- J ,n-l l,n- n.... n- J ,n- J. ,n- n- 1 ,n- n-

P(C' K'* W )
n-l n-2 n-2
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In analyzing the various conditional probabilities obtained from the

expression on the right, let us use Y for the set of remaining

events which are not needed on .the basis of independence of path

results already established in the conditionalization and which

occur before the event whose conditional probabi.lity is being

considered. Thus in (7) below

m m'
Y = O. lAo lT 10 ., 2A. , 2T 2A." 3W 2J,n-l,n- n- J ,n-l ,n- n- 1 ,n- n~

In the first place, by virtue of General Learning Theorems 2.5.4 -

2.5.6 we have:

= p(c I E T
m

C' )n . k,n-l n-l n-l

Secondly, on the basis of Reinforcement Axiom E2

(8) -.P(Ek 1 10 . lAo 1)',n- J,n- l,n-

Thirdly, because of the experimenter's schedule assumption (1)

1
m'

p(O. 1 0., 2T 2A." 3Y)J In- J ,n- n- 1 ,n- 1
m'

= P(O. 1 0., 2T 2A." 3)J,n- J ,n- n- 1 ,n-

Fourthly, in view of General Response Theorem 2.4.4

(10)
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Fifthly, because of the experimenter's schedule assumption (2)

. (11) P(T
m

110., 2~'2Ai" 3Y)n- J ,n- n- ,n- = p(~n-ll 0., 2Tm '2A." 3)J,n- n- ~ ,n-

None of the conditional probabilities (7) -(11) depend on W
n

_
2

and thus we may infer at once from (6) - (11) that (3) holds, the

desired result. Moreover, it follows at once from Theorem 2.6.1

that the probabilities (7) - (11) are independent of n , which

establishes the chain character of the process.

As an immediate corollary of this theorem we have the result,

already mentioned, which is much used, explicitly or implicitly,

in the experimental literature. In the statement of the corollary

we use C for the conditioning random variable whose values are-n

possible conditioning functions.

Corollary. If the conditional probabilities on trial n of

the experimenter's schedule depend only on occurrences of events

~ trial n, then the seguence of conditioning random variables

< Cl ,C2 ,···,C , •.• >- - -n is a finite-state Markov chain.---

We may, by similar methods, which rely on additional

"independence of path" theorems proved in earlier sections, prove

a general Markov theorem for the case when the conditioning functions

C are simplified to the functions
n
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N(C ) = N(C
l

)n N(C2 )n ... I1N(C ),
n ,n ,n r,n

which simply indicate the number of stimuli conditioned to each

response, provided the presentation set is constant over trials.

Let us define for each n the random variable L* which takes-n

as its values the events N(CJK~_l with K in ~ and C a

possible conditioning .function. We omit proof of the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.6.3. If ~ stimulus sampling model has an

experimenter's schedule of finite character K, and if S is

the presentation set on all trials, then the seguence of random

variables < ~~,~~, ... ,~, ... > is a finite-state Markov chain.



based on a single learning parameter G •

CHAPrER 3. DERIVATION OF LINEAR MODELS

§ 3.1. Introduction.

In this chapter we derive various linear models which have been

much discussed in the literature. Most applications of linear models

have been to simple learning experiments, that is, experiments for

which the presentation set is constant over trials. In [5] we have

given a rather extensive analysis of a certain class of such models

Let x be the sequence
n

of responses and reinforcements of a given subject through trial n .

The axioms given in [5] for linear models postulate linear relati.on-

ships for the probabilities of responses given the sequence X
n

More exactly, ~ quadruple ~ ~ < r,X,P,G > is a (single parameter)

linear model for sImple learnIng if, and only if, X I" the sample

space of sequences x, P is a p""obability measure on Q3 (X) ,

G Is in the half -open Interval (0 < G ::: 1) , and, the follow1.ng

three axioms are satisfied; for every n ~ every x in X and

every 1. and k with 1 < i, i' < rand 0 < k < r

Axiom 1. If P(.E, A" x, 1) > 0 then
J.;-n l ;n Il-

ptA. 1 IE. A., x 1) ~ (1- G)P(A~ I x 1) + Gl.,n+ l.9n l .'In n- J..Jil n-

Axiom 2. If P(E
k

A., x 1) > 0 , k f i a~d k f 0 , then,n l ,n n-

~ (l-G)P(A, I x 1)l,n n-
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If P(EO A., x 1) > 0 then,n 1 ,n n-

P(A. +1 lEo A., x 1)= P(A. I x 1)J..,n ,n 1. ,n n- l,n n-

:,

In the first three sections of this chapter we shall establish

for linear models satisfying these three axioms a representation

theorem in terms of a se~uence of stimulus sampling models with an

increasing number of stimuli.Y As far as we know, the only

previous published results in this direction are thoseof Kemeny

and Snell [7] which treat only the two-choice noncontingent setup

at asymptote (of course, the main focus of their paper is not the

present topic but the limiting distribution of response probabilities).

The derivation of linear models given here holds for any reinforcement

schedule, for any finite number r of responses and for every

trial n, not simply at asymptote.

§3.2. Preliminary Theorems.

In this section we establish a number of theorems and

corollaries which are preliminary to the main theorem. Because

we are restricting ourselves to simple learning all theorems of the

section are based on the hypothesis

Y Only the first three sections of this chapter are contained in the

present report. Additional sections dealing with the derivation

of linear models for discrimination and other topics will be

issued as a separate report subse~uently.
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of stimuli is the presentation set on

every trial.

By virtue of (I) we may omit all consideration of presentation

sets T in the sequel. To obtain results independent of n,

we also assume that the probability of response i given the

empty sample o
s is p. , i. e. J for every i and n

l

Thirdly, as a matter of notation, we define:

(III)
N

Nff)~l N(s)P(N(s»

The corollaries of the first five theorems show more clearly

than do the theorems themselves how the theorems provide a stepping

stone for deriving the linear model. The first two theorems

vary the response on trial n The second two change the rein-

forcing event on trial n. The fifth theorem deals with the case

of no reinforcement on trial n. The close relationship between

these theorems and theorems in 92.5 will become apparent, particularly

through the corollaries. For example, Corollary I of Theorem 3.2.1

is very close to equation (3) following Corollary III of Theorem
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In the first theorem we need the fact that the second raw

moment of the hypergeometric distribution is the following:

Theorem 3.2.1. If PIE. A. N(C. )) > a thenl,n l,n l,n

PIA. liE. A.. N(C. )) ~ P.P(so) +l,n+ l,n l,n l,n l

Proof: By the usual methods of expansion we have:

(1)

N

:L
8:;;;;:8

i

PIA. +l!E. A. N(C. )) ~l,n l,n l,n l,n

C
iz= PIA. liE. A. 8. s C. )P(E. IA. s. s C. )P(A. Is. s)'

S.~O l,n+. l,n l,n l,n n l,n l,nl,n l,n n l,n l,n l,n n
l

p(s.ls c. )p(s) ~(E. IA. C. )P(A. Ic. )
1. n l,n n / .... " l,n l,n l,n l,n l,n

where on the right-haIld side of (1), for economy of notation we have

respectively, and similarly for

replaced N(C. ), N(s. )
1. ,n 1.,n

and N( s ) by C. ,s. and s
n l,,9n l,n n

N(C.), etc. This convention will be
l

followed throughout this section in proofs, but not in the statement of
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theorems, We may simplify (1) by noting first that in simple

.learning , because of Axioms El and E2 the conditional probabilities

for E. are the same in the numerator and denominator ,Secondly
1,n

from the general learning theorems of iJ 2,5 we know that

ptA. liE. A. s. s C. )l,n+ l,n l,n l,n n l,n

C.+s-s.
1 1

N

where Ci = CiLJ(s~si) , By virtue of Theorem 2,4.1 for s r 0

si
ptA. Is. s) =

l,n l,n n s

In view of Theorem 2,3,4

Moreover, if the sample is empty, then

ptA. Ic. )
l,n l,n

and for the empty sample case the two terms cancel; also, of course,

ptA. Iso) = P1 ' Combining these various remarks and applying them
l,n n .....

to (1), we infer:
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(2)

p(s)l/p(A. Ic. ).
J ~,n l,n

Summing out si in (2) and using the expression for the second raw

moment of the hypergeometric distribution mentioned before the

theorem, and the fact that the expected value of the distribution
sCi

is N ,we have:

(3)

~ [C i
2

+
L:.- 2
s~l N

sC
i

-;T
1 C.(C.-l)s(s-l) ] I

- ~(SC. + l \ 1 ) p(s) P(A. Ic. ).
1 - l,n l,n

s

Summing now over s, we obtain:

(4) P(A. liE. A. C. ) ~ P.p(so) +
l,n+ lJn l,n l,n 1

C.
2

erC. C. C.(C.-l)(0'-1)0
(1 p( 0))[ l l -.2:. _ l l ] P(A. Ic. )

. - s ~ + ~ - ~ ~(N-l) l,n l,n

C.
Using Theorem 2.4.5, to replace P(A. Ic. ) by (l_P(so)) Nl+Pl'P(SO),

l,n l;ln

we obtain the desired result. Q.E.D.
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Obviously the theorem assumes a much simpler form if we

assume that the probability of the empty sample is zero.

Corollary I. If p(sO) = 0 then

piA. liE. A. N(C. ))
l}n+ l,n l}n l,n

0"-1
N-l

Proof: On the basis of the hypothesis of the Corollary, we

have at once from the theorem

2 aC. C. C.(C.-l)Ccr"l)N C.
ptA. liE. A. C.) _.[2:. + ~ ~ ~ ~ ]=

~ ~lJn+ l,nl,ll 1 Ci ~ ~(N-l)

1 C. 0"-1 cr-l
= (1 + -cr)2:. + --+

N(N~l)N-l N N

N C.
= ( -0")2:. +

N-l N
1(0"-1) (-)N-l Q.E.D.

The second corollary states a limiting result as N ~ CD • The

limiting process we use will be discussed later in more detail, but

in essence for a fixed experimenter's schedule

of stimulus sampling.models

exists, and the varianceexists, lim
N ~ 00

we choose a se~uence

N(Ci,l)
such that for each i lim N-

N~co

1 N 2
~ ~ (N(s)-cr) p(s)
N N\SY=O

has a limit which is zero. For purposes of making connections with

the linear model intuitively clear, we define
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cr(N)
lim -y

N->c:o

We then have:

Corollary II.

lim P(A. liE. A. N(C. )) =
N ~ ill l,n+ l,n l,n l,n

(l-e) lim
N->oo

c.
2. + e .
N

The next four theorems and their corollaries are similar in

structure to the first group, so routine details will be omitted

in proofs. In the second theorem we need the fact that a certain

cross moment of a multiva.riate hypergeometric distribution is gj.ven

by the following expression.

( A)(B) (N-A-B)
~~ ab a b N s-a-b

a=Ob=O (s)

ABs(s-l)
= N(N-l)

then

Theorem 3.2.2. If i f j and P(E. A. N(C. )N(C. )) > 0
l,n J,n l,n J,n

° ° N(C) °P .p(s )[(l-P(s)) N +p.p(s)]
p(A. 1 1E. A. N(C. )N(C. )) = -'J"----------;;;ON"(CT.')_....::c..._--=-~-- +l,n+ l,n J,n l,n J,n

(l-P(sO)) / +P/(So)

N(C.)N(C.) ON(C.) N(C.)N(C.)(cr-l)0 N(C.)
(l_P(so))[ ~~ J + ~J _ ~ J ] [(l-P(sO))--++ P.P(so)].

(N-l) J
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Proof: To begin with we have:

(1) P(A. liE. A. e. e. )-
l,n+ l,n J,n l,n J,n

N

L
8=S.+8.

1 J

e.
1

L.-
s.-O

1

e
j

> P(A. liE. A. s. s. s e. )P(A. Is. s)'
8.=0 l,n+ l,n J,n l,n J,n n l,n J,n J,n n

J

p(s. s. Is e. c. )p(s )/P(A. Ie. )
l,n J,n n l,n J ,n n J ,n J,n

On the right-hand side of (1) we have cancelled the conditional

probability of E.l,n from the numerator and denominator. To

obtain p(s. s. Is e. e. ), we apply Theorem 2.3.). Thus
l,n J,n n l,n J,n

by the same lines of argument as used for Theorem 3.2.1, we infer

from (1):

(2 ) P(A. liE. A. e. e. ) - p .P(so)P(A. Ic. ) Ip(A. Ie. ) +
l,n+ l,n J,n l,ll J]n J l,n 1,nY J J,n J,n

N
e. e.

r
1 -'!.

~ L 2-
LS-S.+8. s.-O 8.-1

1 J 1 J

(
e')1 C')I N-C. -c. \

(e.+s-s.) s. s~ \s~ \S-s~-s~1 1./
1 1 -Sl. 1 J 1 Jp(s) P(A. Ie. )

N s (Nil J ,n J ,n

s I

Summing out and in (2) and using the cross moment of the

hypergeometric distribution stated prior to the theorem, we obtain:
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P(A. liE. A. C. C. ) = P.p(so)P(A. Ic. ) {(A.. Ic. ) +.~ ,n+ 1. ,n J ,n 1.,n J,n J 1. ,n 1. ,nVPl J ,n J ,n

Summing now over s we obtain:

(4) P(A. liE. A. C. C. ) = P.p(so)P(A. Ic. )/~(A. Ic. +
1. ,n+ 1. ,n J ,n 1. ,n J ,n J 1. ,n 1. ,u / J ,n J ,n

C.C.(cr-l) ..
1 J ] /P(A. Ic. )
~(N-l) / J,n J,n

Using then Theorem 2.4.5 to replace

in (4), we obtain the desired result.

P(A. Ic. )
1. ,n 1. ,n

.Q.E.D.

and P(A. Ic. )
J ,n J ,n

We state without proof the two corollaries.

Corollary I. If p(so) = 0 then

P(A. +lIE. A. N(C. )N(C. )) = \NN=lC1"l,n l.,n J,n l,n J,n

Corollary II.

N(C. )
1 C1"--+-N N

lim P(A. liE. A. N(C. )N(C. ))
N . 1. ,n+ 1. ,n J ,n 1.,n J ,n.... co

N(C. )
= (1",,) lim N

1
+"

N .... co

We now consider the two cases which arise when the reinforce-

ment on trial n is different from E
i
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If kf i , k f 0 and P(E
k

A. N(C. )) > 0,nJ.,n l,n

P(A. liE A. N(C. )) = P.P(so) +]. ,n+ -k,nl,n l,n l

Proof: Proceeding in the same manner as in the proof of

Theorem 3.2.1, but accommodating in the first term after the summation

for the different reinforcement, we obtain:

(1) P(A. +llE
k

A. N(C. )) = P.P(so) +
l,n ,n l,n l,n J.

. si
s

(~~) (::~~)'1'1 ' '(,11/P(A. Ic. )J l,n l,n

s

Summing out Si and then s, we have:

(2) P(A. +llE
k

A. N(C. )) =p,P(so) +
l,n ,n l,n l,n l

2 -
C. c. C.(C.-l)(CY-l)0

(l-P(sO))[~_~_ l~l ] P(A. Ic. ),
w- w- (N-l) l,n l,n

and the desired result is immediately obtained from (2) by substi-

tuting for P(A. Ie. ). Q.E.D.
l,n l.,n
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Again we have two corollaries whose obvious proofs are omitted .

.Corollary 10 If p(so) = 0 then

Corollary II,

lim P(A. llEk A. N(C. ))
N

l,n+ In .l,n l,n
~oo -

N(C. )
= (1-9) lim ~

N-->oo

The next theorem is for different responses on trials n and n + 1 .

Theorem 3.2.4. If k f i , k f 0 , j f i and

P(Ek A. N(C. )N(C. ) > 0 then,n _J,n l,n J,n

P(A. llEk A. N(C. )N(C. ))1 ,n+ _,n J ,n lyn J ,n

N(C. )N(C.)
(l_P(so))[ ~ J

Proof: Proceeding as in the case of Theorem 3.2.2, but making

changes for the different reinforcement, we have, corresponding to (4)

of the proof of 3.2.2,
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P(A. liE. A. C. C. ) = p .p(so)P(A. Ic. ) !P(A. Ic. ) +
~ ,n+ l,n J ,n l,n J ,n J l,n l,n, J,n J ,n

C.C. c.c.(O:-l)}
(1_P(so))[l2J _ ~J ] P(A. Ic. )

~ (N-l) J,n J,n

And by applying as usual 2.4.5, the desired result is easily obtained

from (I). Q.E.D.

Corollary I. If p(so) = a then

= (N -(J" ) N(Ci)
P(A. llEk A. N(C. )N(C.)) N-l N1 ,n+ . ,n J ,n l,n J,n

Corollary II.

lim P(A. llEk A. N(C. )N(C. ))
N --? COl ,n+ ,n J,n J. ,n J.'In

N(C. )
= (1-8) lim l_

N
N->c:o

Finally, we have the theorem for non-reinforcement on trial n .

The result, it will be noticed, is the same, whether j = i or j f i

Theorem 3.2.5. If P(Ea A. N(C. )N(C. )) > a then
,n J,n l,n J,n ----

Proof:

P(A. IlEa A. N(C. )N(C. )) = P(A. IN(c. ))l,n+ ,n J,n l.,n J,n l,n l,n

By virtue of Theorem 2.5.6 and its obvious extension

to the present case





P(A. liE. A. x 1)
~,n+ 2,n l,n n-
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N
= 2= P(A. liE. A. C. )P(A. Ic. )-

C.=o l,n+ l,n l,n l,n l,n l,n
~

=~
c.
~

, c-
[ (N-<Y) i <yel] (. I ")', I' )\/
,,(N-l}N-I-N_1PA. c. Pre. x -1"'1... l,n l,n l,n n

=

Note that in the first line the conditional probability of E.
~,n

cancels in the numerator and denominator on the right because of

Axioms El and E2 and the fact that the full sequence xn _
l

is given.

Proofs of the next four theorems are similar, with each relying

on the corresponding theorem and corollary of the preceding section

and so we omit most of them.
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Theorem 3.3.2. ·If p(so) = 0 , i r j and P(E. A
j

x. 1» 0l,n. ,n n-

then

N N-N(C j )

p(AIE A x )= N-(J":;:- '5> P(A. IN(C. )).
i,n+l i,n j,n n-l N-l N(~=ON(c;J=O l,n l,n

P(Aj IN(c. ))P(N(C. )N(C. ) Ix 1) /P(A. IX 1 )+=N
CT

,n J,n l,n J,n n- Y J,n I!- .

Proof: .We expand in terms of N(C. )N(C
j

)
l,n ,n

and use.Theorem 3.2.2.

N N-Ci
p(A.IE. A x ).= > ~ P(A. IE A.C. )P(A Ic.)·

l,n+l l,nj,nn-l C.=O C.=O l,n+l i,n J,n l,nj,n J,n
l J

p(C. c. Ix 1) /P(A. Ix 1)l,n J,n n- ~,j _J,n n-

P(Aj,n !xn _1 )

.= NN-I
CT ~ Z P(A. ICi )P(A. Ie .. )·

- C
i

C
j

l,n. ,nJ,n J,n

p(C. c. Ix lYP(A. IX 1 )+-N
CT

,l,n J,n n- J,n I!- .
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because

- C I
NE:~~ Njp(C. C. Ix 1) .P(A. Ix .1)

C. C. ~,n J,n n- J,n n-
~ . J

~E:Z::P(A. Ic. ).
N c. J,n J,n

J

P(Cj,nlxn_l)~P(Aj,nlxn_l)

- P(A Ix )_ cr j,n n-l

- N P(A. Ix 1)
J ,n n-

• Q.E,D.

Theorem 3.3.3. If p(so) ~ 0 , k f i , k f 0 and

P(Ek A. x 1) > 0 then
,n.~,n n-

- N
N-cr ;;:- P(A. Ic. )2p (C. Ix )
N-l N(~~O ~,n ~,n ~,n n-l _

P(A. IE A. x ) ~ ~ N-cr
~,n+l k,n ~,n n-l P(A. Ix ) +N(N-l)

l,n n-l

Theorem 3.3.4. If P(so) ~ 0 , k f i , k f 0 , j f i and

P(Ek A. xl) > 0 then,n J ,nn-

N
N-N(C.)

- J
P(A. IE A. x )~ N-cr;;:- ::> P(A. IN(C. ))P(A. IN(C. ).

J.,n+l k,n J,n n-l N-l N(~~O N(c:J~O ~,n ~,n J,n J,n
~ J

p(l\l(C. )N(C. ) Ix l)/P(A. Ix 1)l,n .. J ,n n- . J :tn n-
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Corresponding to Theorem 3.2.5, we now need two theorems

depending on whether j= i or j f i .

Theorem 3.3.5. and P(Ea A. x 1) > a then,ll l,n n-

N
P(A.. ilEa A. x 1) = ::> peA. Ic. )2p (C. Ix 1) /P(A. Ix 1)

l,n+ . ,nl,n n-N(O=O l,n l,n 1,D n- '/ J l,n n-
J.

Theorem 3.3.6. and P(Ea A. x 1) > a
,n J,n n-

then

P(A· 1 IEa Aj x 1)l,n+ ,n ,n n-

N N-N(Ci )

= > > peA. Ic. )P(A. Ic. ).
N(O=a N(~=a J.,n J.,n J,n J.,n

J. J

P(N(C.)N(C.)jx 1) /P(A. Ix 1)J. J n- '/' J,n n-

As the form of the six theorems just stated suggests, the next

step is to prove that as N --> CD

(1)

and

N 2 2-:> peA. IN(C. ») P(N(C. ) Ix 1) = peA. Ix 1)
N(O=O .l,n l,n lJn n-l,n il-

J.

N N-N(Ci )

::> >.P(A. IN(c. )P(A. IN(c. »)P(N(C. )N(C. )Ix 1)
N(O=a N(~=a J.,n J.,n J,n J,n J.,n J,n n-

J. J

= peA. Ix l)P(A. Ix 1)l,n n-J,n n-
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for i f j . For this purpose it is convenient to define certain

variances and covariances e

2 N
a. (N,n) = 7 [(P(A. IN(C. )x 1)
~x N(Q=O ~,n ~,n n-

~

_ P(A. Ix )]2.
l)n n-l

(4)
N N-N(C)

a.. (N,n) = s:- ~ [P(A. IN(c. )x l)-P(A. Ix 1)]'
~Jx N(Q=O .N(c:!=O ~,n ~,n n- ~,n n-

~ J

[P(A. IN(C. )x l)-P(A. Ix l)]P(N(C. )N(C. )Ix 1)'
J,n· J,n n- J,n n- l,n J"n n-

It is easy to show that

2 N 2
(5) a. (N,n) = 7 P(A. IN(c. )) P(N(C. ) Ix 1)

lX N(Q=OJ. ,n l,n 3.,n n-
~

and

- P(A. Ix 1)2 ,l,n n-

(6)

N N-N(C i )

a .. (N,n) =;;- ::> P(A. IN(c. )P(A.. IN(C. )).
~Jx N(Q=O N(c:!=O ~ ,n ~ ,n J ,n J ,n

~ J

P(N(C. )N(C. ) Ix 1) - P(A. Ix l)P(A. Ix 1)l,n J,nn-, l,n' n- J,ll n-
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From (5) and (6) it is clear that if

(7) 2lim 0". (N,n) ~ 0
N --> CD

lX

and

(8) lim O"ij)N,n) ~ 0 ,
N-->CD

then (1) and (2) will be established, provided the limits exist of

the individual terms on the right-hand sides of (5) ~nd (6). And

this existence does follow from our other results. Before we

proceed to establish (7) and (8), we review our limit assumptions

as N --> CD

For a fixed experimenter's schedule, which since the presen-

tation set is constant is just a fixed reinforcement schedule,

and for fixed probabilities of reinforcement E
k,n

given

O. and A. , we select a sequence < X(1),X(2), ... ,X(N), .•. >
JJn J.,n

of stimulus sampling models with the thN member of the sequence

having N stimulus elements and satisfying the following three

conditions.

I. For each N there are numbers (N) > 0 with z:: (N)
~ 1----- ----- )'i )'i

such that for any conditioning function· C(N) on trial 11 ----
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, and there are numbers with

2: "I. = 1
l

such that

II. Let a(N) be ~ expected sample size (on every trial)

for X(N) lim
N-->oo

exists, and ~ define as this limit.

III. As N --> CD the variance of the distribution.of N(s)
N

approaches ~, that is,

lim
N --> OJ

Because these three stipulations place restrictions only on the

conditioning functions on trial 1 of the models and on the sampling

distributions, which are independent of n, it is clear that it is

possible to select such a sequence for any numbers "I. > 0 with
l - .

2: "Ii = 1 ,and 9, with 0 < 9 < 1. The intuitive content of

(II) and .(111) seems transparent, but (I) is somewhat surprising.

To represent a given linear model as the limit of a sequence of

stimulus sampling models, it is necessary to fix the limiting

proportion of stimuli connected to each response on trial 1. In

making this last statement we have in mind the characterization of

linear models given by us in [5]. We shall return to this point
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later. It.should be clear that (I) may be weakened in several

unessential ways.

It is necessary to establish (7) and (8) together, for we

proceed by induction and for certain cases the argument for n + 1

for either (7) or (8) depends on being able to assume the other

holds for n. The desired representation theorem is an immediate

consequence of this theorem.

(i)

and

(ii)

Theorem 3.3.7. If p(x) > 0 then
n

lim ~~ (N,n) = 0
N --> CD lX

lim ~ijx(N,n) = 0
N-->oo

Proof: As already mentioned, we proceed by induction on both

parts of the theorem simultaneously.

For n = 1

For example, if

the results are immediate from Selection Rule (I).
N(C. 1) (N)

l, = y. ,then P(N(C. )) = 1 and
N l l,n

2
= P(A. 1)

l,

Assuming now that the theorem holds for

several cases.

n , we must consider
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Case 1. x = Ek A. x 1
n ,n .~,nn-

For this case, the argument for (i) does not depend on (ii), but

this will not be true for Case 2. We first establish (i).

C!
~ 2:2:: P(A. llc. 1) p(c. llE

k
A. s. s C! ).

s.=oJ.,n+ l,n+ l,n+ ,n l,n J.,n n l,n
~

P(A. Is. s )p(s. Is c. )p(s )p(C! Ix l)ft(A. Ix 1).J.,n l,n n l,n n l,n n l,n n- l,n n-

Now from results in Chapter 2 we know that the conditional probability

of is zero unless Ci,n+l = Ci - si ' whence we make this

simplification, eliminating the summation over C. , and substitute
~

familiar expressions for the other terms on the right-hand side of

(1) to obtain:



Now as N -7 00 ,
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(J"
and N -> G , and the variance of the

to zero.:lThus in the limit (2) reduces to:

lim
N->oc

2 c. 3
(l-G) (~) .

N

= lim (1_G)2 L: P(A. Ic. )3.
c1,n lJn

i

P(Ci,n IXn_l~(Ai,n xn _l )·

We now make use of our inductive hypothesis. We first note that

the right-hand side of (3) is expressed in terms of the third raw

moment on trial n of P(A. Ic. ), which may be expressed in
1 In l,n

terms of the third central moment

and the mean fl by:

fl
3

' the second raw moment CX2

~t may be noted that at this point we

assumption that the sampling variance

make crucial use of the

1 N 2
.2 ~ (N(s)-~) p(s)
N- N('S"!=O

approaches zero as a limit, for if this limit were other than

zero it would be necessary to calculate explicitly in the limit

various raw moments of the hypergeometric distribution of

and also of the sampling distribution of s •

s.
l
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but by our inductive hypothesis all the central moments are zero,

thus

(4)

2
[13 = 0 , and O2 = [1 ,whence

0
3

= [13 = lim peA. Ix 1)3 ,
l,n n-

and combining (3) and (4), we have:

lim 2: peA. +llc. 1)2p(C. llx)c. l,n l,n+ l,n+n
1 '

We now apply the fact that by virtue of our inductive hypothesis

2o = [1
2

(6 )

to Theorem 3.3.3 as N -> CX! and obtain:

lim peA. llx) = (l-G)lim peA. Ix 1)l,n+ n l,n n-

Equation (i) follows for Case 1 immediately from (5) and (6).

We now turn to (ii), and use the same arguments which took us

from (1) to (2) •

(7) O(i,j,x,n+l) = ~ \"" peA Ic, )P(A Ic ).
L-- -'- i n+l i n+l J' n+l J' n+lC C ' , , ,

i j

p(c. c. Ix )
1 n+l J n+l n, ,

=>./>2.->-
c. C. s s. SJ'

1 J 1

(C i - si) (C j - Sj)

N N

s.
~ p( s. s. Is c. C. ).
S l,n J,n nl,n J,n

pes )p(c. c. Ix l)/P(A. Ix 1)'
n l,n J,n n- " l,n n-
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s. c.
-'!.-.-'!.
s N

~ ~ (s_~)2p(s) -.0 , whence in the limit (7) reduces to:

(8) lim a(i,j,x,n+l) lim.L L
c. c.

l J

c. 2 C.
(N

l
) (NJ)P(C. C. Ix lVl,n J,n n-

lim 2::: ~ P(A. Ic. )2p (A. Ic. ).c C l,n l,n J,n J,n
i j

P(c.. C. Ix 1) /P(A. Ix 1)l,n J,n n- j/ ~ l,n n-

We now use our inductive hypothesis to compute the raw· cross-moment

on trial n, which is denoted by the expression on the right-hand

side of (8). Thus, dropping notation for x and n, let

p(c. C. Ix 1)
l,n J,n n-

~(i) is the mean ofwhere

And the definition

P(A. Ic. ), and similarly for
l;n l,n

of a(i,j) should be obvious. Now by

explicit computation
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Now it easily follows from our induction that the central cross

moment ~(i2,j) = 0 • Also by our inductive hypothesis

~(i2) = rJ~ = 0 , whence
1

And also

= rJ.. = O:(i,j) - ~(i)~(j) ,
lJ

but again by our inductive hypothesis rJ .. = 0 , whence
lJ

(12 )

Substituting these results into (11), we conclude

(13 )

Applying (13) to (8) we obtain at once that

(14) lim O:(i,j,x,n+l) = (1_8)2 lim P(A. Ix l)P(A. Ix 1)
l,n n- J,n n-
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Now as in the argument for (i) by our inductive hypothesis

a(i) = fl(i)2 and (6) holds. Moreover, by virtue of (12) and

Theorem 3.3.4 for

(15)

x =E A x
n k,n i,n n-l

lim P(A. llx)
J ,n+ n

= (1-9)P(A. Ix 1)J,n n-

Equation (ii) follows for Case 1 immediately from (6), (14) and (15).

We shall not consider all the other cases in detail, but we shall

sketch the main argument for several more. The interest of Case 2

is that it makes clear why the induction must be simultaneous on

both 2
"i and

Case 2. x = Ek A. x 1
n ,n J,n n-

As before, we first consider (i). By the methods used for

Case 1 but accommodated to j r i , we have:

C. - s. 2
(l l)

N
Sjp(s.s.lsc. c. )p(s )p(C. c. Ix 1)1
Sl J n l,n J ,n n l,U J ,n n- I

P(A. Ix 1)J,n n-
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(17)
C. 2 C. V

limL:E(N
l

) NJp(C. C. Ix 1)
c. C. l,n J,n n-

1 J

lim?:;:- P(A. Ic. )2p(A. Ic. ).
~ ~ 2,n l,nJ,n J,n

1 J

p(c. c. Ix lYP(A. Ix 1)l,n J,n n- J,n n-

Now the expression on the right of (17) is the same as that on the

right of (8) and we apply exactly the same methods, using in the

process the inductive hypothesis on O"ij , to obtain:

(18) lim a(i2 ,n+l)

and equation (i) is easily obtained as before from (18) and

Theorem 3.3.4.

Turning now to (ii), we have by the usual methods:

a(i,j ,n+1)
(c.-s.)

1 l

N

(c.- s.)
J J

N

s.

f P(si,nSj,n Isnci,ncj,n)'

/

p( S )p( C.C . Ix l)/P(A. Ix 1)n l,n J,n n-l,n n-
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but the right-hand side of (19) is just like the right-hand side

of (7) with i and j interchanged, and the argument proceeds in

identical fashion.

x=EkA.,x
n ,n J ,n n-l

The proof of (i) is the same as for Case 2 with j' replacing j

The situation is different with respect to the proof of (ii), for

a new kind of raw cross moment must be considered, namely

a(i,j,j') which however may be treated in the same fashion as

a(i2 ,j)

(20) a(i,j,n+l)
(C.-s.)s.,

J .J -.1..
N s

Thus as N --> m

p(s. s. s., Is c. c. C., )p(s)p(C. C. C., Ix ,y
l,n J,n J ,n n l,n J ,n J ,n l,n J,n J ,n n-.L

P(A., Ix 1)
J ,n n-

(21) lim a(i,j,n+l) = (1_g)2 lim a(i,j,j' ,nVf.l(j' ,n)

Now the central cross-moment (on trial n )
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By our inductive hypothesis ~(i,j,j') = 0 , and a(i,j) = ~(i)~(j) ,

etc., whence

(23)

as would be expected from earlier results. From (21) and (23) we have

(24 ) lim a(i,j,n+l) = (1_8)2 lim ~(i,n)~(j,n) ,

and the remainder of the argument moves along standard lines.

The other six cases are proved in a similar way and consequently

will be omitted. It should be clear that the argument always hinges

on establishing a result like (12), (13) or (23). Q.E.D.

We now have as a consequence of the theorems in this section the

following representation theorem for linear models.

Theorem 3.3.8. (Representation Theorem). Given any single

parameter linear model X =< r,X,P,8 > there exists ~ seguence

< X(l),,".,X(N), ... > of stimulus samplIng models such that for

every x and n

p(x ) =
n

lim PN(xn),
N-.co

where PN is the probability measure of X(N)
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Proof: We use selection rules (I), (II) and(III), the

preceding theorems of this section and proceed by induction on n •

For n = 1 , we use selection rule (I). Assuming the theorem

holds for n, we then use the fact that in the limit the axioms

of X hold for the sequence of stimulus sampling models. The

remainder of the simple inductive proof is exactly analogous to

that of Theorem 4.1 in our paper [5] on linear models and will

not be repeated here.
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